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Predicting properties of complex, large-scale quantum systems is essential for developing quantum
technologies. We present an efficient method for constructing an approximate classical description
of a quantum state using very few measurements of the state. This description, called a classical
shadow, can be used to predict many different properties: order logM measurements suffice to
accurately predict M different functions of the state with high success probability. The number of
measurements is independent of the system size, and saturates information-theoretic lower bounds.
Moreover, target properties to predict can be selected after the measurements are completed. We
support our theoretical findings with extensive numerical experiments. We apply classical shadows
to predict quantum fidelities, entanglement entropies, two-point correlation functions, expectation
values of local observables, and the energy variance of many-body local Hamiltonians. The numerical
results highlight the advantages of classical shadows relative to previously known methods.
Making predictions based on empirical observations is a central topic in statistical learning theory and is
at the heart of many scientific disciplines, including quantum physics. There, predictive tasks, like estimating
target fidelities, verifying entanglement, and measuring correlations, are essential for building, calibrating and
controlling quantum systems. Recent advances in the size of quantum platforms [59] have pushed traditional
prediction techniques — like quantum state tomography — to the limit of their capabilities. This is mainly due
to a curse of dimensionality: the number of parameters needed to describe a quantum system scales exponen-
tially with the number of its constituents. Moreover, these parameters cannot be accessed directly, but must
be estimated by measuring the system. An informative quantum mechanical measurement is both destructive
(wave-function collapse) and only yields probabilistic outcomes (Born’s rule). Hence, many identically prepared
samples are required to estimate accurately even a single parameter of the underlying quantum state. Further-
more, all of these measurement outcomes must be processed and stored in memory for subsequent prediction of
relevant features. In summary, reconstructing a full description of a quantum system with n constituents (e.g.
qubits) necessitates a number of measurement repetitions exponential in n, as well as an exponential amount
of classical memory and computing power.
Several approaches have been proposed to overcome this fundamental scaling problem. These include matrix
product state (MPS) tomography [18] and neural network tomography [15, 69]. Both only require a polynomial
number of samples, provided that the underlying state has suitable properties. However, for general quantum
systems, these techniques still require an exponential number of samples. We refer to the related work section
(Supplementary Section 3) for details.
Pioneering a conceptually very different line of research, Aaronson [1] pointed out that demanding full classical
descriptions of quantum systems may be excessive for many concrete tasks. Instead it is often sufficient to
accurately predict certain properties of the quantum system. In quantum mechanics, interesting properties
are often linear functions of the underlying density matrix ρ, such as the expectation values {oi} of a set of
observables {Oi}:
oi(ρ) =trace(Oiρ) 1 ≤ i ≤M. (1)
The fidelity with a pure target state, entanglement witnesses, and the probability distribution governing the
possible outcomes of a measurement are all examples that fit this framework. A nonlinear function of ρ such
as entanglement entropy, may also be of interest. Aaronson coined the term [1, 3] shadow tomography1 for the
task of predicting properties without necessarily fully characterizing the quantum state, and he showed that a
polynomial number of state copies already suffice to predict an exponential number of target functions. While
very efficient in terms of samples, Aaronson’s procedure is very demanding in terms of quantum hardware
— a concrete implementation of the proposed protocol requires exponentially long quantum circuits that act
collectively on all the copies of the unknown state stored in a quantum memory.
In this work, we combine the mindset of shadow tomography [1] (predict target functions, not the full state)
with recent insights from quantum state tomography [35] (rigorous statistical convergence guarantees) and
∗Electronic address: hsinyuan@caltech.edu
1 According to Ref. [1] it was actually S.T. Flammia who originally suggested the name shadow tomography.
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Figure 1: An illustration for constructing a classical representation, the classical shadow, of a quantum system from
randomized measurements. In the data acquisition phase, we perform a random unitary evolution and measurements
on independent copies of an n-qubit system to obtain a classical representation of the quantum system — the classical
shadow. Such classical shadows facilitate accurate prediction of a large number of different properties using a simple
median-of-means protocol.
the stabilizer formalism [31] (efficient implementation). The result is a highly efficient protocol that learns a
minimal classical sketch Sρ – the classical shadow – of an unknown quantum state ρ that can be used to predict
arbitrary linear function values (1) by a simple median-of-means protocol. A classical shadow is created by
repeatedly performing a simple procedure: Apply a unitary transformation ρ 7→ UρU†, and then measure all
the qubits in the computational basis. The number of times this procedure is repeated is called the size of
the classical shadow. The transformation U is randomly selected from an ensemble of unitaries, and different
ensembles lead to different versions of the procedure that have characteristic strengths and weaknesses. In
a practical scheme, each ensemble unitary should be realizable as an efficient quantum circuit. We consider
random n-qubit Clifford circuits and tensor products of random single-qubit Clifford circuits as important
special cases. These two procedures turn out to complement each other nicely. We refer to Figure 1 for a
visualization and a list of important properties that can be predicted efficiently.
Our main theoretical contribution equips this procedure with rigorous performance guarantees. Classical
shadows with size of order log(M) suffice to predict M target functions in Eq. (1) simultaneously. Most impor-
tantly, the actual system size (number of qubits) does not enter directly. Instead, the number of measurement
repetitions N is determined by a (squared) norm ‖Oi‖2shadow. This norm depends on the target functions and
the particular measurement procedure used to produce the classical shadow. For example, random n-qubit
Clifford circuits lead to the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. On the other hand, random single-qubit Clifford circuits
produce a norm that scales exponentially in the locality of target functions, but is independent of system
size. The resulting prediction technique is applicable to current laboratory experiments and facilitates the
efficient prediction of few-body properties, such as two-point correlation functions, entanglement entropy of
small subsystems, and expectation values of local observables.
In some cases, this scaling may seem unfavorable. However, we rigorously prove that this is not a flaw of the
method, but an unavoidable limitation rooted in quantum information theory. By relating the prediction task
to a communication task [25], we establish fundamental lower bounds highlighting that classical shadows are
(asymptotically) optimal.
We support our theoretical findings by conducting numerical simulations for predicting various physically
relevant properties over a wide range of system sizes. These include quantum fidelity, two-point correlation
functions, entanglement entropy, and local observables. We confirm that prediction via classical shadows scales
favorably and improves on powerful existing techniques — such as machine learning — in a variety of well-
motivated test cases. An open source release for predicting many properties from very few measurements is
available at https://github.com/momohuang/predicting-quantum-properties.
3Algorithm 1 Median of means prediction based on a classical shadow S(ρ,N).
1 function LinearPredictions(O1, . . . , OM , S(ρ;N),K)
2 Import S(ρ;N) = [ρˆ1, . . . , ρˆN ] . Load classical shadow
3 Split the shadow into K equally-sized parts and set . Construct K estimators of ρ
ρˆ(k) =
1
bN/Kc
kbN/Kc∑
i=(k−1)bN/Kc+1
ρˆi
4 for i = 1 to M do
5 Output oˆi(N,K) = median
{
tr
(
Oiρˆ(1)
)
, . . . , tr
(
Oiρˆ(K)
)}
. . Median of means estimation
PROCEDURE
Throughout this work we restrict attention to n-qubit systems and ρ is a fixed, but unknown, quantum state in
d = 2n dimensions. To extract meaningful information, we repeatedly perform a simple measurement procedure:
apply a random unitary to rotate the state (ρ 7→ UρU†) and perform a computational-basis measurement.
The unitary U is selected randomly from a fixed ensemble. Upon receiving the n-bit measurement outcome
|bˆ〉 ∈ {0, 1}n, we store an (efficient) classical description of U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U in classical memory. It is instructive to
view the average (over both the choice of unitary and the outcome distribution) mapping from ρ to its classical
snapshot U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U as a quantum channel:
E
[
U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U
]
=M(ρ) =⇒ ρ = E
[
M−1
(
U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U
)]
. (2)
This quantum channelM depends on the ensemble of (random) unitary transformations. Although the inverted
channelM−1 is not physical (it is not completely positive), we can still applyM−1 to the (classically stored)
measurement outcome U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U in a completely classical post-processing step.2 In doing so, we produce a single
classical snapshot ρˆ =M−1
(
U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U
)
of the unknown state ρ from a single measurement. By construction,
this snapshot exactly reproduces the underlying state in expectation (over both unitaries and measurement
outcomes): E[ρˆ] = ρ. Repeating this procedure N times results in an array of N independent, classical
snapshots of ρ:
S(ρ;N) =
{
ρˆ1 =M−1
(
U†1 |bˆ1〉〈bˆ1|U1
)
, . . . , ρˆN =M−1
(
U†N |bˆN 〉〈bˆN |UN
)}
. (3)
We call this array the classical shadow of ρ. Classical shadows of sufficient size N are expressive enough
to predict many properties of the unknown quantum state efficiently. To avoid outlier corruption, we split
the classical shadow up into equally-sized chunks and construct several, independent sample mean estimators.
Subsequently, we predict linear function values (1) via median of means estimation [41, 55]. This procedure
is summarized in Algorithm 1. For many physically relevant properties Oi and measurement channels M,
Algorithm 1 can be carried out very efficiently without explicitly constructing the large matrix ρˆi.
Median of means prediction with classical shadows can be defined for any distribution of random unitary
transformations. Two prominent examples are: (i) random n-qubit Clifford circuits; and (ii) tensor products
of random single-qubit Clifford circuits. Example (i) results in a clean and powerful theory, but also practical
drawbacks, because n2/ log(n) entangling gates are needed to sample from n-qubit Clifford unitaries. The
corresponding inverted quantum channel isM−1n (X) = (2n + 1)X − I. Example (ii) is equivalent to measuring
each qubit independently in a random Pauli basis. Such measurements can be routinely carried out in many
experimental platforms. The corresponding inverted quantum channel is M−1P =
⊗n
i=1M−11 . We refer to
examples (i) / (ii) as random Clifford / Pauli measurements, respectively. In both cases, the resulting classical
shadow can be stored efficiently in a classical memory using the stabilizer formalism.
RIGOROUS PERFORMANCE GUARANTEES
Theorem 1 (informal version). Classical shadows of size N suffice to predictM arbitrary linear target functions
tr(O1ρ), . . . , tr(OMρ) up to additive error  given that N ≥ (order) log(M) maxi ‖Oi‖2shadow /2. The definition
2 M is invertible if the ensemble of unitary transformations defines a tomographically complete set of measurements. See Supple-
mentary Section 1.
4of the norm ‖Oi‖shadow depends on the ensemble of unitary transformations used to create the classical shadow.
We refer to Section 1 in the Supplementary Information for background, a detailed statement and proofs.
Theorem 1 is most powerful when the linear functions have a bounded norm that is independent of system size.
In this case, classical shadows allow for predicting a large number of properties from only a logarithmic number
of quantum measurements.
The norm ‖Oi‖shadow in Theorem 1 plays an important role in defining the space of linear functions that can
be predicted efficiently. For random Clifford measurements, ‖O‖2shadow is closely related to the Hilbert-Schmidt
norm tr(O2). As a result, a large collection of (global) observables with a bounded Hilbert-Schmidt norm can
be predicted efficiently. For random Pauli measurements, the norm scales exponentially in the locality of the
observable, not the actual number of qubits. For an observable Oi that acts non-trivially on (at most) k qubits,
‖Oi‖2shadow ≤ 4k ‖Oi‖2∞, where ‖·‖∞ denotes the operator norm3. This guarantees the accurate prediction of
many local observables from only a much smaller number of measurements.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
Quantum fidelity estimation. Suppose we wish to certify that an experimental device prepares a desired
n-qubit state. Typically, this target state |ψ〉〈ψ| is pure and highly structured, e.g. a a GHZ state [32] for
quantum communication protocols, or a toric code ground state [21] for fault-tolerant quantum computation.
Theorem 1 asserts that a classical shadow (Clifford measurements) of dimension-independent size suffices to
accurately predict the fidelity of any state in the lab with any pure target state. This improves on the best
existing result on direct fidelity estimation [27] which requires O(2n/4) samples in the worst case. Moreover,
a classical shadow of polynomial size allows for estimating an exponential number of (pure) target fidelities all
at once.
Entanglement verification. Fidelities with pure target states can also serve as (bipartite) entanglement
witnesses [36]. For every (bipartite) entangled state ρ, there exists a constant α and an observable O = |ψ〉〈ψ|
such that tr(Oρ) > α ≥ tr(Oρs), for all (bipartite) separable states ρs. Establishing tr(Oρ) > α verifies the
existence of entanglement in the state ρ. Any O = |ψ〉〈ψ| that satisfies the above condition is known as an
entanglement witness for the state ρ. Classical shadows (Clifford measurements) of logarithmic size allow for
checking a large number of potential entanglement witnesses simultaneously.
Predicting expectation values of local observables. Many near-term applications of quantum devices rely on
repeatedly estimating a large number of local observables. For example, low-energy eigenstates of a many-body
Hamiltonian may be prepared and studied using a variational method, in which the Hamiltonian, a sum of
local terms, is measured many times. Classical shadows constructed from a logarithmic number of random
Pauli measurements can efficiently estimate polynomially many such local observables. Because only single-
qubit Pauli measurements suffice, this measurement procedure is highly efficient. Potential applications include
quantum chemistry [43] and lattice gauge theory [46].
Predicting expectation values of global observables (non-example). Classical shadows are not without limi-
tations. In our examples, the size of classical shadows must either scale with tr(O2i ) (Clifford measurements)
or must scale exponentially in the locality of Oi (Pauli measurements). Both quantities can simultaneously
become exponentially large for nonlocal observables with large Hilbert-Schmidt norm. A concrete example is
the Pauli expectation value of a spin chain: 〈Pi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Pin〉ρ = tr (O1ρ), where tr(O21) = 2n and k = n
(non-local observable). In this case, classical shadows of exponential size may be required to accurately predict
a single expectation value. In contrast, a direct spin measurement achieves the same accuracy with only of
order 1/2 copies of the state ρ.
MATCHING INFORMATION-THEORETIC LOWER BOUNDS
The non-example above raises an important question: does the scaling of the required number of measure-
ments with Hilbert-Schmidt norm or with the locality of observables arise from a fundamental limitation, or
is it merely an artifact of prediction with classical shadows? A rigorous analysis reveals that this scaling is no
mere artifact; rather it stems from information-theoretic reasons.
Theorem 2 (informal version). Any procedure based on single-copy measurements, that can predict any M lin-
ear functions tr(Oiρ) up to additive error , requires at least (order) log(M) maxi ‖Oi‖2shadow/2 measurements.
3 This scaling can be further improved to 3k if Oi is a tensor product of k single-qubit observables.
5Here, ‖Oi‖2shadow could be taken as the Hilbert-Schmidt norm tr(O2i ) or as a function scaling exponentially in
the locality of Oi. The proof results from embedding the abstract prediction procedure into a communication
protocol. Quantum information theory imposes fundamental restrictions on any quantum communication
protocol and allows us to deduce stringent lower bounds. We refer to Supplementary Section 7 and 8 for details
and proofs.
The two main technical results complement each other nicely. Theorem 1 equips classical shadows with a
constructive performance guarantee: an order of log(M) maxi ‖Oi‖2shadow/2 single-copy measurements suffice
to accurately predict an arbitrary collection of M target functions. Theorem 2 highlights that this number of
measurements is unavoidable in general.
PREDICTING NONLINEAR FUNCTIONS
The classical shadow S(ρ;N) = {ρˆ1, . . . , ρˆN} of the unknown quantum state ρ may also be used to predict
non-linear functions f(ρ). We illustrate this with a quadratic function f(ρ) = tr(Oρ⊗ ρ), where O acts on two
copies of the state. Because ρˆi is equal to the quantum state ρ in expectation, one could predict tr(Oρ ⊗ ρ)
using two independent snapshots ρˆi, ρˆj , i 6= j. Because of independence, tr(Oρˆi ⊗ ρˆj) correctly predicts the
quadratic function in expectation:
E tr(Oρˆi ⊗ ρˆj) = tr(OE ρˆi ⊗ E ρˆj) = tr(Oρ⊗ ρ). (4)
To reduce the prediction error, we use N independent snapshots and symmetrize over all possible pairs:
1
N(N−1)
∑
i 6=j tr(Oρˆi ⊗ ρˆj). We then repeat this procedure several times and form their median to further
reduce the likelihood of outlier corruption (similar to median of means). Rigorous performance guarantees
are given in Supplementary Section 6. This approach readily generalizes to higher order polynomials using
U-statistics [38].
One particularly interesting nonlinear function is the second-order Rényi entanglement entropy:
− log(tr(ρ2A)), where A is a subsystem of the n-qubit quantum system. We can rewrite the argument in
the log as tr(ρ2A) = tr (SAρ⊗ ρ) — where SA is the local swap operator of two copies of the subsystem A —
and use classical shadows to obtain very accurate predictions. The required number of measurements scales
exponentially in the size of the subsystem A, but is independent of total system size. Probing this entanglement
entropy is a useful task and a highly efficient specialized approach has been proposed in [12]. We compare this
Brydges et al. method to classical shadows in the numerical experiments.
For nonlinear functions, unlike linear ones, we have have not derived an information-theoretic lower bound
on the number of measurements needed, though it may be possible to do so by generalizing our methods.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
One of the key features of prediction with classical shadows is scalability. The data acquisition phase is
designed to be tractable for state of the art platforms (Pauli measurements) and future quantum computers
(Clifford measurements), respectively. The resulting classical shadow can be stored efficiently in classical
memory. For may important features – such as local observables or global features with efficient stabilizer
decompositions – scalability moreover extends to the computational cost associated with median of means
prediction.
These design features allowed us to conduct numerical experiments for a wide range of problems and sys-
tem sizes (up to 160 qubits). The computational bottleneck is not feature prediction with classical shadows,
but generating synthetic data, i.e. classically generating target states and simulating quantum measurements.
Needless to say, this classical bottle-neck does not occur in actual experiments. We then use this synthetic data
to learn a classical representation of ρ and use this representation to predict various interesting properties.
Machine learning based approaches [15, 69] are among the most promising alternative methods that have
applications in this regime, where the Hilbert space dimension is roughly comparable to the total number
of silicon atoms on earth (2160 ' 1048). For example, a recent version of neural network quantum state
tomography (NNQST) is a generative model that is based on a deep neural network trained on independent
quantum measurement outcomes (local SIC/tetrahedral POVMs [64]). In this section, we consider the task
of learning a classical representation of an unknown quantum state, and using the representation to predict
various properties, addressing the relative merit of classical shadows and alternative methods.
6(a) (b)
Figure 2: Predicting quantum fidelities using classical shadows (Clifford measurements) and NNQST.
(a) (Left): Number of measurements required to identify an n-qubit GHZ state with 0.99 fidelity. The shaded regions
are the standard deviation of the needed number of experiments over ten independent runs.
(b) (Right): Estimated fidelity between a perfect GHZ target state and a noisy preparation, where Z-errors can occur
with probability p ∈ [0, 1], under 6× 104 experiments. The dotted line represents the true fidelity as a function of p.
NNQST can only estimate an upper bound on quantum fidelity efficiently, so we consider this upper bound for NNQST
and use quantum fidelity for the classical shadow.
Predicting quantum fidelities (Clifford measurements)
Here we focus on classical shadows based on random Clifford measurements which are designed to predict
observables with bounded Hilbert-Schmidt norm. When the observables have efficient representations — such
as efficient stabilizer decompositions — the computational cost for performing median of means prediction can
also be efficient.4 An important example is the quantum fidelity with a target state. In [15], the viability of
NNQST is demonstrated by considering GHZ states with a varying number of qubits n. Numerical experiments
highlight that the number of measurement repetitions (size of the training data) to learn a neural network model
of the GHZ state that achieves target fidelity of 0.99 scales linearly in n. We have also implemented NNQST
for GHZ states and compared it to median of means prediction with classical shadows. The left-hand side of
Figure 2 confirms the linear scaling of NNQST and the assertion of Theorem 1: classical shadows of constant
size suffice to accurately estimate GHZ target fidelities, regardless of the actual system size. In addition, we
have also tested the ability of both approaches to detect potential state preparation errors. More precisely, we
consider a scenario where the GHZ-source introduces a phase error with probability p ∈ [0, 1]:
ρp = (1− p)|ψ+GHZ(n)〉〈ψ+GHZ(n)|+ p|ψ−GHZ(n)〉〈ψ−GHZ(n)|, |ψ±GHZ(n)〉 = 1√2
(|0〉⊗n ± |1〉⊗n〉) . (5)
We learn a classical representation of the GHZ-source and subsequently predict the fidelity with the pure
GHZ state. The right hand side of Figure 2 highlights that the classical shadow prediction accurately tracks
the decrease in target fidelity as the error parameter p increases. NNQST, in contrast, seems to consistently
overestimate this target fidelity. In the extreme case (p = 1), the true underlying state is completely orthogonal
to the target state, but NNQST nonetheless reports fidelities close to one. This shortcoming arises because the
POVM-based machine learning approach can only efficiently estimate an upper bound on the true quantum
fidelity efficiently. To estimate the actual fidelity, an exceedingly large number of measurements is needed.
Similar experiments can be found in Supplementary Section 2, where we focus on toric code ground states and
entanglement witnesses, respectively.
4 The runtime of Algorithm 1 is dominated by the cost of computing quadratic functions 〈bˆ|UOU†|bˆ〉 in 2n dimensions. If
O = |ψ〉〈ψ| is a stabilizer state, the Gottesman-Knill theorem allows for evaluation in O(n2)-time.
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Figure 3: Predicting two-point correlation functions using classical shadows (Pauli measurements) and NNQST.
(a) (Top Left): Predictions of two-point functions 〈σZ0 σZi 〉 for ground states of the one-dimensional critical anti-
ferromagnetic transverse field Ising model with 50 lattice sites. These are based on 29×1000 random Pauli measurements.
(b) (Bottom): Predictions of two-point functions 〈~σ0 ·~σi〉 for the ground state of the two-dimensional anti-ferromagnetic
Heisenberg model with 8× 8 lattice sites. The predictions are based on 29 × 1000 random Pauli measurements.
(c) (Top Right): The classical processing time (CPU time in seconds) and the prediction error (the largest among all
pairs of two-point correlations) over different number of measurements: {21, . . . , 29}×1000. The quantum measurement
scheme in classical shadows (Pauli) is the same as the POVM-based neural network tomography (NNQST) in [15]. The
only difference is the classical post-processing. As the number of measurements increases, the processing time increases,
while the prediction error decreases.
Predicting two-point correlation & subsystem entanglement entropy (Pauli measurements)
Classical shadows based on random Clifford measurements excel at predicting quantum fidelities. However,
random Clifford measurements can be challenging to implement in practice, because many entangling gates
are needed to implement general Clifford circuits. Next we consider classical shadows based on random local
Pauli measurements, which are easier to perform experimentally. The subsystem properties can be predicted
efficiently by constructing the reduced density matrix from the classical shadow. Therefore, the computational
complexity scales exponentially only in the subsystem size, rather than the size of the entire system. Our
numerical experiments confirm that classical shadows obtained using random Pauli measurements excel at
predicting few-body properties of a quantum state, such as two-point correlation functions and subsystem
entanglement entropy.
Two-point correlation functions. NNQST has been shown to predict two-point correlation functions effec-
tively [15]. Here, we compare classical shadows with NNQST for two physically motivated test cases: ground
states of the anti-ferromagnetic transverse field Ising model in one dimension (TFIM) and the anti-ferromagnetic
Heisenberg model in two dimensions. The Hamiltonian for TFIM is H = J
∑
i σ
Z
i σ
Z
i+1 +h
∑
i σ
X
i , where J > 0,
and we consider a chain of 50 lattice sites. The critical point occurs at h = J and exhibits power-law decay of
correlations rather than exponential decay. The Hamiltonian for the 2D Heisenberg model isH = J
∑
〈i,j〉 ~σi ·~σj ,
where J > 0, and we consider an 8×8 triangular lattice. We follow the approach in [15], where the ground state
is approximated by a tensor network found using the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG). Random
Pauli measurements on the ground state may then be simulated using this tensor network. The two methods
are compared in Figure 3. On the top left (a) and bottom (b), we can see that both the classical shadow (with
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Figure 4: Predicting entanglement Rényi entropies using classical shadows (Pauli measurements) and the Brydges et al.
protocol.
(a) (Left): Prediction of second-order Rényi entanglement entropy for all subsystems of size at most two in the approx-
imate ground state of a disordered Heisenberg spin chain with 10 sites and open boundary conditions. The classical
shadow is constructed from 2500 quantum measurements. The predicted values using the classical shadow visually
match the true values with a maximum prediction error of 0.052. The Brydges et al. protocol [12] results in a maximum
prediction error of 0.24.
(b) (Right): Comparison of classical shadows and the Brydges et al. protocol [12] for estimating second-order Rényi
entanglement entropy in GHZ states. We consider the entanglement entropy of the left-half subsystem with size n/2.
Pauli measurements) and NNQST perform well at predicting two-point correlations. However, NNQST has a
larger error for the 2D Heisenberg model; note that for larger separations (the lower right corner of the surface
plot), NNQST produces some fictitious oscillations that are not visible in the results from DMRG and classical
shadows. The two approaches use the same quantum measurement data; the only difference is the classical
post-processing. On the top right side (c) of Figure 3, we compare the cost of this classical post-processing,
finding roughly a 104 times speedup in classical processing time using the classical shadow instead of NNQST.
Subsystem entanglement entropies. An important nonlinear property that can be predicted with classical
shadows is subsystem entanglement entropy. The required number of measurements scales exponentially in
subsystem size, but is independent of the total number of qubits. Moreover, these measurements can be used
to predict many subsystem entanglement entropies at once. This problem has also been studied extensively
in [12], where a specialized approach (which we refer to here as the “Brydges et al. protocol”) was designed
to efficiently estimate second-order Rényi entanglement entropies using random local measurements. In [12],
a random unitary rotation is reused several times. Predictions using classical shadows could also be slightly
modified to adapt to this scenario. Results from our numerical experiments are shown in Figure 4. On the
left (a), we predict the entanglement entropy for all subsystems of size ≤ 2 from only 2500 measurements of
the approximate ground state of the disordered Heisenberg model in one dimension. This is a prototypical
model for studying many-body localization [54]. The ground state is approximated by a set of singlet states
{ 1√
2
(|01〉 − |10〉)} found using the strong-disorder renormalization group [20, 52]. Both, the classical shadow
protocol and the Brydges et al. method use random single-qubit rotations and basis measurements to find a
classical representation of the quantum state; the only difference between the methods is in the classical post-
processing. For these small subsystems, we find that the prediction error of the classical shadow is smaller than
the error of the Brydges et al. protocol. On the right hand side of Figure 4 (b), we consider predicting the
entanglement entropy in a GHZ state for system sizes ranging from n = 4 to n = 10 qubits. We focus on the
entanglement entropy of the left-half subsystem with system size n/2. Note that this entanglement entropy is
equal to one bit for any system size n. To achieve an error of 0.05, classical shadows require several times fewer
measurements and the discrepancy increases as we require smaller error.
Application to quantum simulation of the lattice Schwinger model (Pauli measurements)
Simulations of quantum field theory using quantum computers may someday advance our understanding of
fundamental particle physics. Although high impact discoveries may still be a ways off, notable results have
already been achieved in studies of one-dimensional lattice gauge theories using quantum platforms.
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Figure 5: Application of classical shadows (Pauli measurements) to variational quantum simulation of the lattice
Schwinger model.
(a) (Left): An illustration of variational quantum simulation and the role of classical shadows.
(b) (Right): The comparison between different approaches in the number of measurements needed to predict all 4-local
Pauli observables in the expansion of 〈(Hˆ−〈Hˆ〉θ)2〉θ with an error equivalent to measuring each Pauli observable at least
100 times. We include a linear-scale plot that compares classical shadows with the original hand-designed measurement
scheme in [46] and a log-scale plot that compares with other approaches. In the linear-scale plot, (×T ) indicates that
the original scheme uses T times the number of measurements compared to classical shadows (derandomized).
For example, in [46] a 20-qubit trapped ion analog quantum simulator was used to prepare low-energy
eigenstates of the lattice Schwinger model (one-dimensional quantum electrodynamics). The authors prepared
a family of quantum states {|ψ(θ)〉}, where θ is a variational parameter, and computed the variance of the
energy 〈(Hˆ −〈Hˆ〉θ)2〉θ for each value of θ. Here Hˆ is the Hamiltonian of the model, and 〈Oˆ〉θ = 〈ψ(θ)|Oˆ|ψ(θ)〉
is the expectation value of the operator Oˆ in the state |ψ(θ)〉. Because energy eigenstates, and only energy
eigenstates, have vanishing energy dispersion, adjusting θ to minimize the variance of energy prepares an energy
eigenstate.
After solving the Gauss law constraint to eliminate the gauge fields, the Hamiltonian Hˆ of the Schwinger
model is 2-local, though not geometrically local in one dimension. Hence the quantity 〈(Hˆ − 〈Hˆ〉θ)2〉θ is a
sum of expectation values of 4-local observables, which can be measured efficiently using a classical shadow
derived from random Pauli measurements. This is illustrated on the left side of Figure 5 (a). On the right
side of Figure 5 (b), we compare the performance of classical shadows to the measurement scheme for 4-local
observables designed in [46], and also to a recent method [8] for measuring local observables, as well as the
standard approach that directly measures all observables independently.
The results show, for the methods we considered, the number of copies of the quantum state needed to
measure the expectation value of all 4-local Pauli observables in 〈(Hˆ − 〈Hˆ〉θ)2〉θ with an error equivalent to
measuring each of these observables at least 100 times. In [46], such a relatively small number of measurements
per local observable already yielded results comparable to theoretical predictions based on exact diagonalization.
We find that the performance of the classical shadow method is better than the method used in [46] only for
system size larger than 50 qubits, and may actually be worse for small system sizes. However, classical shadows
provide a good prediction for any set of local observables, while the method of [46] was hand-crafted for the
particular task of estimating the variance of the energy in the Schwinger model.
To make a more apt comparison, we constructed a deterministic version of classical shadows, using a fixed set
of measurements rather than random Pauli measurements, specifically adapted for the purpose of estimating
〈(Hˆ−〈Hˆ〉θ)2〉θ in the lattice Schwinger model. This deterministic collection of Pauli measurements is obtained
by a powerful technique called derandomization [60, 67]. This procedure simulates the classical shadow scheme
based on randomized measurements and makes use of the rigorous performance bound we developed. When a
coin is tossed in the randomized scheme to decide which measurement to perform next, the next measurement
in the derandomized version is chosen to have the best possible performance bound for the rest of the protocol.
It turns out that this derandomization of the classical shadow method can be carried out very efficiently; full
details will appear in upcoming work. Not surprisingly, the derandomized version, also included in Figure 5,
outperforms the randomized version by a considerable margin. We then find that the derandomized classical
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shadow method is significantly more efficient than the other methods we considered, including the hand-
crafted method from [46]. Finally, we emphasize that the derandomization procedure is fully automated (see
https://github.com/momohuang/predicting-quantum-properties for open source code) and not problem-
specific. It could be used for any pre-specified set of local observables.
OUTLOOK
A classical shadow is a succinct classical description of a quantum state, which can be extracted by performing
reasonably simple single-copy measurements on a reasonably small number of copies of the state. We have shown
that, given its classical shadow, many properties of a quantum state can be accurately and efficiently predicted
with a rigorous performance guarantee. In the case of classical shadows based on random Pauli measurements,
our methods are feasible using current quantum platforms, and our numerical experiments indicate that many
properties can be predicted more efficiently using classical shadows than by using other methods. We therefore
anticipate that classical shadows will be useful in near-term experiments characterizing noise in quantum devices
and exploring variational quantum algorithms for optimization, materials science, and chemisty. Our results
also suggest a variety of avenues for further theoretical exploration. Can the classical shadow of a quantum
state be updated efficiently as the state undergoes time evolution governed by a local Hamiltonian? Can we
use classical shadows to predict properties of quantum channels rather than states? What are the applications
of classical shadows based on other ensembles of unitary transformations, for example ensembles of shallow
random quantum circuits? More broadly, by mapping many-particle quantum states to succinct classical data,
classical shadows open opportunities for applying classical machine learning methods to numerous challenging
problems in quantum many-body physics [13, 14, 69], such as the classification of quantum phases of matter
and simulation of strongly correlated quantum phenomena.
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Supplementary information
1. GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR CONSTRUCTING CLASSICAL SHADOWS
A. Data acquisition and classical shadows
Throughout this work we restrict attention to multi-qubit systems and ρ is a fixed, but unknown, quantum
state in d = 2n dimensions. We present a general-purpose strategy for predicting many properties of this
unknown state. To extract meaningful information about ρ, we need to perform a collection of measurements.
Definition 1 (measurement primitive). We can apply a restricted set of unitary evolutions ρ 7→ UρU†, where
U is chosen from an ensemble U . Subsequently, we can measure the rotated state in the computational basis
{|b〉 : b ∈ {0, 1}n}. Moreover, we assume that this collection is tomographically complete, i.e. for each σ 6= ρ
there exist U ∈ U and b such that 〈b|UσU†|b〉 6= 〈b|UρU†|b〉.
Based on this primitive, we repeatedly perform a simple randomized measurement procedure: randomly
rotate the state ρ 7→ UρU† and perform a computational basis measurement. Then, after the measurement, we
apply the inverse of U to the resulting computational basis state. This procedure collapses ρ to
U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U where Pr[bˆ = b] = 〈b|UρU†|b〉, b ∈ {0, 1}n (Born’s rule). (S1)
This random snapshot contains valuable information about ρ in expectation:
E
[
U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U
]
= EU∼U
∑
b∈{0,1}n
〈b|UρU†|b〉U†|b〉〈b|U =M(ρ). (S2)
For any unitary ensemble U , this relation describes a quantum channel ρ 7→ M(ρ). Tomographic completeness
ensures thatM — viewed as a linear map — has a unique inverseM−1 and we set
ρˆ =M−1
(
U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U
)
(classical shadow). (S3)
The classical shadow is a modified post-measurement state that has unit trace, but need not be positive
semi-definite. However, it is designed to reproduce the underlying state ρ exactly in expectation: E [ρˆ] = ρ.
This classical shadow ρˆ corresponds to the linear inversion (or least squares) estimator of ρ in the single-shot
limit. Linear inversion estimators have been used to perform full quantum state tomography [35, 68], where
an exponential number of measurements is needed. We wish to show that ρˆ can predict many properties from
only very few measurements.
B. Predicting linear functions with classical shadows
Classical shadows are well suited to predict linear functions in the unknown state ρ:
oi = tr (Oiρ) 1 ≤ i ≤M. (S4)
To achieve this goal, we simply replace the (unknown) quantum state ρ by a classical shadow ρˆ. Since classical
shadows are random, this produces a random variable that yields the correct prediction in expectation:
oˆi = tr (Oiρˆ) obeys E [oˆ] = tr (Oiρ) . (S5)
Fluctuations of oˆ around this desired expectation are controlled by the variance.
Lemma 1. Fix O and set oˆ = tr (Oρˆ), where ρˆ is a classical shadow (S3). Then
Var [oˆ] = E
[
(oˆ− E [oˆ])2
]
≤
∥∥∥O − tr(O)2n I∥∥∥2
shadow
. (S6)
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The norm ‖·‖shadow only depends on the measurement primitive:
‖O‖shadow = max
σ: state
(
EU∼U
∑
b∈{0,1}n
〈b|UσU†|b〉〈b|UM−1 (O)U†|b〉2
)1/2
. (S7)
It is easy to check that ‖O‖shadow is nonnegative and homogeneous (‖0‖shadow = 0). After some work, one can
verify that this expression also obeys the triangle inequality, and so is indeed a norm.
Proof. Classical shadows have unit trace by construction (tr(ρˆ) = 1). This feature implies that the variance
only depends on the traceless part O0 = O − tr(O)2n I of O, not O itself:
oˆ− E[oˆ] = tr (Oρˆ)− tr (Oρ) = tr (O0ρˆ)− tr (O0ρ) . (S8)
Moreover, it is easy to check that the inverse of M (S2) is self-adjoint (tr (XM−1(Y )) = tr (M−1(X)Y ) for
any pair of matrices X,Y with compatible dimension). These two observations allow us to rewrite the variance
in the following fashion:
Var [oˆ] =E
[
(oˆ− Eoˆ)2
]
= E
[
(tr(O0ρˆ))
2
]
− (tr (O0 E [ρˆ]))2 = E
[
〈bˆ|UM−1(O0)U†|bˆ〉2
]
− (tr (O0ρ))2 . (S9)
Classical shadows arise from mixing two types of randomness: (i) a (classical) random choice of unitary U ∼ U
and (ii) a random choice of computational basis state |bˆ〉 that is governed by Born’s rule (S1). Inserting
the average over computational basis states produces a (squared) norm that closely resembles the advertised
expression, but does depend on the underlying state:
E〈bˆ|UM−1(O0)U†|bˆ〉2 = EU∼U
∑
b∈{0,1}n
〈b|UρU†|b〉〈b|UM−1(O0)U†|b〉2. (S10)
Maximizing over all possible states σ removes this implicit dependence and produces a universal upper bound
on the variance. Ignoring the subtraction of (tr (O0ρ))
2 (which can only make the bound tighter), we obtain
(S6).
Lemma 1 sets the stage for successful linear function estimation with classical shadows. A single classical
shadow (S3) correctly predicts any linear function oi = tr(Oiρ) in expectation. Convergence to this desired
target can be boosted by forming empirical averages of multiple independent shadow predictions. The empirical
mean is the canonical example for such a procedure. Construct N independent classical shadows ρˆ1, . . . , ρˆN
and set
oˆi(N, 1) =
1
N
N∑
j=1
tr (Oiρˆj) . (S11)
Each summand is an independent random variable with correct expectation and variance bounded by Lemma 1.
Convergence to the expectation value tr(Oiρ) can be controlled by classical concentration arguments (e.g.
Chernoff or Hoeffding inequalities). In order to achieve a failure probability of (at most) δ, the number of
samples must scale like N = Var [oˆi] /(δ2). While the scaling in variance and approximation accuracy  is
optimal, the dependence on 1/δ is particularly bad. Unfortunately, this feature of sample mean estimators
cannot be avoided without imposing additional assumptions (that do not apply to classical shadows). Median
of means [41, 55] is a conceptually simple trick that addresses this issue. Instead of using all samples to
construct a single empirical mean (S11), construct K independent sample means and form their median:
oˆi(N,K) = median
{
oˆ
(1)
i (N, 1), . . . , oˆ
(K)
i (N, 1)
}
where oˆ(k)i =
1
N
Nk∑
j=N(k−1)+1
tr (Oiρˆj) (S12)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ K. This estimation technique requires NK samples in total, but it is much more robust with
respect to outlier corruption. Indeed, |oˆ(N,K) − tr(Oρ)| >  if and only if more than half of the empirical
means individually deviate by more than . The probability associated with such an undesirable event decreases
exponentially with the number of batches K. This results in an exponential improvement over sample mean
estimation in terms of failure probability. The main result of this work capitalizes on this improvement.
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Theorem 1. Fix a measurement primitive U , a collection O1, . . . , OM of 2n × 2n Hermitian matrices and
accuracy parameters , δ ∈ [0, 1]. Set
K = 2 log(2M/δ) and N =
34
2
max
1≤i≤M
‖Oi − tr(Oi)2n I‖2shadow, (S13)
where ‖ · ‖shadow denotes the norm defined in Eq. (S7). Then, a collection of NK independent classical shadows
allow for accurately predicting all features via median of means prediction (S12):
|oˆi(N,K)− tr (Oiρ)| ≤  for all 1 ≤ i ≤M (S14)
with probability at least 1− δ.
Proof. The claim follows from combining the variance estimates from Lemma 1 with a rigorous performance
guarantee for median of means estimation [41, 55]: Let X be a random variable with variance σ2. Then, K
independent sample means of size N = 34σ2/2 suffice to construct a median of means estimator µˆ(N,K) that
obeys Pr [|µˆ(N,K)− E [X]| ≥ ] ≤ 2e−K/2 for all  > 0. The parameters N and K are chosen such that this
general statement ensures Pr [|oˆi(N,K)− tr (Oiρ)| ≥ ] ≤ δM for all 1 ≤ i ≤ M . Apply a union bound over all
M failure probabilities to deduce the claim.
Remark 1 (Constants in Theorem 1). The numerical constants featuring in N and K result from a conservative
(worst case) argument that is designed to be simple, not tight. We expect that the actual constants are much
smaller in practice.
Each classical shadow is the result of a single quantum measurement on ρ. Viewed from this angle, Theorem 1
asserts that a total of
Ntot =O
(
log(M)
2
max
1≤i≤M
∥∥∥Oi − tr(Oi)2n I∥∥∥2
shadow
)
(sample complexity) (S15)
measurement repetitions suffice to accurately predict a collection of M linear target functions tr(Oiρ).
Importantly, this sample complexity only scales logarithmically in the number of target functions M . More-
over, the problem dimension 2n does not feature explicitly. The sample complexity does, however, depend
on the measurement primitive via the norm ‖·‖shadow. This term reflects expressiveness and structure of the
measurement primitive in question. This subtle point is best illustrated with two concrete examples. We defer
technical derivations to subsequent sections and content ourselves with summarizing the important aspects
here.
Example 1: Random Clifford measurements Clifford circuits are generated by CNOT, Hadamard and Phase
gates and form the group Cl(2n). The “random global Clifford basis” measurement primitive — U = Cl(2n) (en-
dowed with uniform weights) — implies the following simple expression for classical shadows and the associated
norm ‖·‖shadow:
ρˆ = (2n + 1)U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U − I and
∥∥∥O − tr(O)2n I∥∥∥2
shadow
≤ 3tr(O2). (S16)
We refer to Supplementary Section 5B for details and proofs. Combined with Eq. (S15), this ensures that
O(log(M) maxi tr(O2i )/2) random global Clifford basis measurements suffice to accurately predict M linear
functions. This prediction technique is most powerful, when the target functions have constant Hilbert-Schmidt
norm. In this case, the sample rate is completely independent of the problem dimension 2n. Prominent examples
include estimating quantum fidelities (with pure states), or entanglement witnesses.
Example 2: Random Pauli measurements Although (global) Clifford circuits are believed to be much more
tractable than general quantum circuits, they still feature entangling gates, like CNOT. Such gates are chal-
lenging to implement reliably on today’s devices. The “random Pauli basis” measurement primitive takes
this serious drawback into account and assumes that one is only able to apply single-qubit Clifford gates,
i.e. U = U1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Un ∼ U = Cl(2)⊗n (endowed with uniform weights). This is equivalent to assuming
that we can perform arbitrary Pauli (basis) measurements, i.e., measuring each qubit in the X-, Y - and Z-
basis, respectively. Such basis measurements decompose nicely into tensor products (U |bˆ〉 = ⊗nj=1 Uj |bj〉 for
b = (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ {0, 1}n) and respect locality. The associated classical shadows and the norm ‖·‖shadow inherit
these desirable features:
ρˆ =
n⊗
j=1
(
3U†j |bˆj〉〈bˆj |Uj − I
)
and
∥∥∥O − tr(O)2n ∥∥∥2
shadow
≤ 4locality(O)‖O‖2∞. (S17)
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Here, locality(O) counts the number of qubits on which O acts nontrivially. We refer to Supplementary
Section 5C for details and proofs. Combined with Eq. (S15) this ensures that O (log(M)4k/2) local Clifford
(Pauli) basis measurements suffice to predict M bounded observables that are at most k-local. For observables
that are the tensor product of k single-qubit observables, the sample complexity can be further improved to
O (log(M)3k/2). This prediction technique is most powerful when the target functions do respect some sort of
locality constraint. Prominent examples include k-point correlators, or individual terms in a local Hamiltonian.
Discussion and information-theoretic optimality These two examples complement each other nicely. Ran-
dom Clifford measurements excel at performing useful subroutines in quantum computing and communication
tasks, such as certifying (global) entanglement, which will be feasible using sufficiently advanced hardware.
Their practical utility, however, hinges on the ability to execute circuits with many entangling gates. Random
Pauli measurements, on the other hand, are much less demanding from a hardware perspective. In today’s
NISQ era, local Pauli operators can be accurately measured using available hardware platforms. While not
well-suited for predicting global features, Pauli measurements excel at making local predictions. Furthermore,
for both kinds of randomized measurements, linear prediction based on classical shadows saturates fundamental
lower bounds from information theory.
Theorem 2 (random Clifford measurements; informal version). Any procedure based on a fixed set of single-
copy measurements that can predict, with additive error , M arbitrary linear functions tr(Oiρ), requires at
least Ω(log(M) maxi tr(O2i )/2) copies of the state ρ.
Theorem 3 (random Pauli measurements; informal version). Any procedure based on a fixed set of single-copy
local measurements that can predict, with additive error , M arbitrary k-local linear functions tr(Oiρ), requires
at least Ω(log(M)3k/2) copies of the state ρ.
We refer to Supplementary Section 7 (Clifford) and 8 (Pauli) for further context, details and proofs. In the
random Pauli basis measurement setting, classical shadows provably saturate this lower bound only for tensor
product observables. For general k-local observables, there is a small discrepancy between 4k (upper bound)
and 3k (lower bound).
C. Predicting nonlinear functions with classical shadows
Feature prediction with classical shadows readily extends beyond the linear case. Here, we shall focus on
quadratic functions, but the procedure and analysis readily extend to higher order polynomials. Every quadratic
function in an unknown state ρ can be recast as a linear function acting on the tensor product ρ⊗ ρ:
oˆi = tr (Oiρ⊗ ρ) 1 ≤ i ≤M. (S18)
An immediate generalization of linear feature prediction with classical shadows suggests the following procedure.
Take two independent snapshots ρˆ1, ρˆ2 of the unknown state ρ and set
oˆi = tr (Oiρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2) such that Eoˆi = tr (OiEρˆ1 ⊗ Eρˆ2) = tr (Oiρ⊗ ρ) = oi. (S19)
This random variable is designed to yield the correct target function in expectation. Similar to linear function
prediction we can boost convergence to this desired target by forming empirical averages. To make the best of
use of N samples, we average over all N(N − 1) (distinct) pairs:
oˆi(N, 1) =
1
N(N − 1)
∑
j 6=l
tr (Oiρˆj ⊗ ρˆl) . (S20)
This idea provides a systematic approach for constructing estimators for nonlinear (polynomial) functions.
Estimators of this form always yield the desired target in expectation. For context, we point out that the
estimator (S20) closely resembles the sample variance, while estimators of higher order polynomials are known
as U-statistics [38]. Fluctuations of oˆi(N, 1) around its desired expectation are once more controlled by the
variance. U-statistics estimators are designed to minimize this variance and therefore considerably boost the
rate of convergence.
Lemma 2. Fix O and a sample size N . Then, the variance of the U-statistics estimator (S20) obeys
Var[oˆ(N, 1)] ≤ 2
N
(
Var[tr(Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρ)] + Var[tr(Oρ⊗ ρˆ1)] + 1
N
Var[tr(Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2)]
)
. (S21)
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We emphasize that this variance decreases with the number of samples N . This sets the stage for successful
quadratic function prediction with classical shadows. Similar to the linear case, we will not use all samples to
construct a single U-statistics estimator. Instead, we construct K of them and form their median:
oˆi(N,K) =median
{
oˆ
(1)
i (N, 1), . . . , oˆ
(K)
i (N, 1)
}
, where
oˆ
(k)
i (N, 1) =
1
N(N−1)
∑
j 6=l
j,l∈{N(k−1)+1,...,Nk}
tr (Oiρˆj ⊗ ρˆl) for 1 ≤ k ≤ K. (S22)
This renders the entire estimation procedure more robust to outliers and exponentially suppresses failure prob-
abilities.
Theorem 4. Fix a measurement primitive U , a collection O1, . . . , OM of (quadratic) target functions and
accuracy parameters , δ ∈ [0, 1]. Set
K =2 log(2M/δ) and
N =
34
2
max
1≤i≤M
8×max
(
Var[tr(Oiρ⊗ ρˆ1)],Var[tr(Oiρˆ1 ⊗ ρ)],
√
Var[tr(Oiρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2)]
)
. (S23)
Then, a collection of NK independent classical shadows allow for accurately predicting all quadratic features
via the median of U-statistics estimators (S22):
|oˆi(N,K)− tr (Oiρ⊗ ρ)| ≤  for all 1 ≤ i ≤M (S24)
with probability at least 1− δ.
Proof. The proof is similar to the argument for linear prediction. We combine the bound on the variance of
U-statistics estimators from Lemma 2 with a rigorous performance guarantee for median estimation [41, 55].
Let Z be a random variable with variance at most 2/34. Then, setting µˆ = median {Z1, . . . , Zk} produces an
estimator that obeys Pr [|µˆ− E [Z]| ≥ ] ≤ 2e−K/2. The parameter N is chosen ensure that each oˆ(k)i (N, 1) has
variance at most 2/34. The parameter K is chosen such that each probability of failure is at most δ/M . The
advertised statement then follows from taking a union bound over all M target estimations.
Remark 2 (Constants in Theorem 4). The numerical constants featuring in N and K result from a conservative
(worst case) argument that is designed to be simple, not tight. We expect that the actual constants are much
smaller in practice.
Theorem 4 is a general statement that provides upper bounds for the sample complexity associated with
predicting quadratic target functions:
Ntot = O
(
log(M)
2
max
1≤i≤M
max
(
Var[tr(Oiρ⊗ ρˆ1)],Var[tr(Oiρˆ1 ⊗ ρ)],
√
Var[tr(Oiρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2)]
))
(S25)
independent randomized measurements suffice to accurately predict a collection ofM nonlinear target functions
tr(Oiρ⊗ρ). This sampling rate once more depends on the measurement primitive and it is instructive to consider
concrete examples.
Example 1: Random Pauli measurements We first discuss the practically more relvant example for today’s
NISQ era: classical shadows constructed from random single-qubit Pauli basis measurements. This measure-
ment primitive remains well-suited for predicting local quadratic features tr(Oρ ⊗ ρ). Suppose that O acts
nontrivially on k qubits in the first state copy and on k qubits in the second state copy. Thus, when viewed as
an observable for a 2n-qubit system, O is 2k-local. A technical argument shows that the maximum of the vari-
ances in Equation (S25) is bounded by 4k. We emphasize that this scaling is much better than the naive guess
42k – one of the key advantages of U-statistics. Hence we only need a total number of Ntot = O(log(M)4k/2)
random Pauli basis measurements to predict M quadratic functions tr(Oiρ⊗ ρ). An important concrete appli-
cation of this procedure is the prediction of subsystem Rényi-2 entanglement entropies.
Example 2: Random Clifford measurements Theorem 4 also applies to the global Clifford measurement
primitive. There, the maximum of the variances in Equation (S25) can be bounded by
√
9 + 6/2n tr(O2i ) '
3 tr(O2i ). Hence we only need a total number of Ntot = O(log(M) maxi tr(O2i )/2) random Clifford basis
measurements to predictM quadratic functions tr(Oiρ⊗ρ). While a clean extension of linear feature prediction
with Clifford basis measurements, the applicability of this result seems somewhat limited. Interesting global
quadratic features tend to have prohibitively large Hilbert-Schmidt norms. The purity tr(ρ2) provides an
instructive non-example. It can be written as tr (Sρ⊗ ρ), where S|ψ〉 ⊗ |φ〉 = |φ〉 ⊗ |ψ〉 denotes the swap
operator. Alas, tr(S2) = tr(I) = 2n which scales exponentially in the number of qubits. Nonetheless, quadratic
feature prediction with Clifford measurements is by no means useless. For instance, it can help provide statistical
a posteriori guarantees on the quality of linear feature prediction — for example, by estimating sample variances
to construct confidence intervals.
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(a) (b)
Supplementary Figure 1: Comparison between classical shadow and neural network tomography (NNQST); toric code.
(a) (Left): Number of measurements required for neural network tomography to identify a particular toric-code ground
state. We use classical fidelity for NNQST, which is an upper bound for quantum fidelity.
(b)(Right): Performance of classical shadows for the same problem. We use quantum fidelity for classical shadows. The
shaded regions are the standard deviation of the estimated fidelity over ten runs.
2. ADDITIONAL NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section we report additional numerical experiments that demonstrate the viability of linear feature
prediction with classical shadows. We focus on the Clifford basis measurement primitive, i.e. applying a random
Clifford circuit to ρ and then measuring in the computational basis.
A. Direct fidelity estimation for the toric code ground state
In the main text, we have considered direct fidelity estimation for GHZ states and compared it with neural
network quantum state tomography (NNQST). While highly instructive from a theoretical perspective, GHZ
states comprised of 100 qubits are very fragile and challenging to implement in practice. To conduct experiments
for more physical target states, we consider Toric code ground states [21]. Not only are they the most prominent
example of a topological quantum error correcting code and thus highly relevant for quantum computing devices.
They also correspond to ground states of a Hamiltonian: H = −∑v Av −∑pBp, where Av and Bp denote
vertex- and plaquette operators5. The ground space of H is four-fold degenerate and we select the superposition
of all closed-loop configurations (|ψ〉 ∝∑S: closed loop |S〉) as a test state for both classical shadows and NNQST:
how many measurement repetitions are required to accurately identify this toric code ground state with high
fidelity? The results are shown in Supplementary Figure 1. Neural network tomography based on a deep
generative model seems to require a number of samples that scales unfavorably in the system size n (left). In
contrast, fidelity estimation with classical shadows is completely independent of the system size. The difficulty
of NNQST in learning 2D toric code may be related to some observed failures of deep learning [66] for learning
patterns with combinatorial structures. In Supplementary Section 4, we provide further evidence for potential
difficulties when using machine learning approaches to reconstruct some simple quantum states due to a well-
known computational hardness conjecture.
B. Witnesses for tripartite entanglement
Entanglement is at the heart of virtually all quantum communication and cryptography protocols and an
important resource for quantum technologies in general. This renders the task of detecting entanglement
5 Av is the product of four Pauli-X operators around a vertex v, while Bp is the product of four Pauli-Z operators around the
plaquette p.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Detection of GHZ-type entanglement for 3-qubit states.
(a) (Left): Schematic illustration of 3-partite entanglement. Entanglement witnesses are linear functions that separate
part of one entanglement class from all other classes.
(b) (Right): Number of entanglement witnesses vs. number of experiments required to accurately estimate all of them.
The dashed lines represent the expected number of (random) entanglement witnesses required to detect genuine three-
partite entanglement and GHZ-type entanglement in a randomly rotated GHZ state. The shaded region is the standard
deviation of the required number of experiments over ten independent repetitions of the entire setup.
important both in theory and practice [28, 36]. While bipartite entanglement is comparatively well-understood,
multi-partite entanglement has a much more involved structure. Already for n = 3 qubits, there is a variety of
inequivalent entanglement classes. These include fully-separable, as well as bi-separable states, W -type states
and finally GHZ-type states. The relations between these classes are summarized in Supplementary Figure 2
and we refer to [4] for a complete characterization. Despite this increased complexity, entanglement witnesses
remain a simple and useful tool for testing which class a certain state ρ belongs to. However, any given
entanglement witness only provides a one-sided test – see Supplementary Figure 2 (left) for an illustration –
and it is often necessary to compute multiple witnesses for a definitive answer.
Classical shadows based on random Clifford measurements can considerably speed up this search: according to
Theorem 1 a classical shadow of moderate size allows for checking an entire list of fixed entanglement witnesses
simultaneously. Supplementary Figure 2 (right) underscores the economic advantage of such an approach over
measuring the individual witnesses directly. Directly measuring M different entanglement witnesses requires a
number of quantum measurements that scales (at least) linearly in M . In contrast, classical shadows get by
with log(M)-many measurements only.
More concretely, suppose that the state to be tested is a local, random unitary transformation of the GHZ
state. Then, this state is genuinely tripartitely entangled and moreover belongs to the GHZ class. The dashed
vertical lines in Supplementary Figure 2 (right) denote the expected number of (randomly selected) witnesses
required to detect genuine tripartite entanglement (first) and GHZ-type entanglement (later). From the ex-
periment, we can see that classical shadows achieve these thresholds with an exponentially smaller number of
samples than the naive direct method. Finally, classical shadows are based on random Clifford measurements
and do not depend on the structure of the concrete witness in question. In contrast, direct estimation crucially
depends on the concrete witness in question and may be considerably more difficult to implement.
3. RELATED WORK
General quantum state tomography The task of reconstructing a full classical description — the density
matrix ρ— of a d-dimensional quantum system from experimental data is one of the most fundamental problems
in quantum statistics, see e.g. [5, 7, 34, 39] and references therein. Sample-optimal protocols, i.e. estimation
techniques that get by with a minimal number of measurement repetitions, have only been developed recently.
Information-theoretic bounds assert that of order rank(ρ)d state copies are necessary to fully reconstruct ρ
[37]. Constructive protocols [37, 57] saturate this bound, but require entangled circuits and measurements that
act on all state copies simultaneously. More tractable single-copy measurement procedures require of order
rank(ρ)2d measurements [37]. This more stringent bound is saturated by low rank matrix recovery [26, 48, 49]
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and projected least squares estimation [35, 68].
These results highlight an exponential bottleneck for tomography protocols that work in full generality:
at least d = 2n copies of an unknown n-qubit state are necessary. This exponential scaling extends to the
computational cost associated with storing and processing the measurement data.
Matrix product state tomography Restricting attention to highly structured subsets of quantum states some-
times allows for overcoming the exponential bottleneck that plagues general tomography. Matrix product state
(MPS) tomography [18] is the most prominent example for such an approach. It only requires a polynomial
number of samples, provided that the underlying quantum state is well approximated by a MPS with low
bond dimension. In quantum many-body physics this assumption is often justifiable [51]. However, MPS rep-
resentations of general states have exponentially large bond dimension. In this case, MPS tomography offers
no advantage over general tomography. Similar ideas could also be extended to multi-scale entangled states
(MERA) tomography [50].
Neural network tomography Recently, machine learning has also been applied to the problem of predicting
features of a quantum systems. These approaches construct a classical representation of the quantum system
by means of a deep neural network that is trained by feeding in quantum measurement outcomes. Compared to
MPS tomography, neural network tomography may be more broadly applicable [15, 29, 69]. However, the actual
class of systems that can be efficiently represented, reconstructed and manipulated is still not well understood.
Compressed classical description of quantum states To circumvent the exponential scaling in representing
quantum states, Gosset and Smolin [30] have proposed a stabilizer sketching approach that compresses a classical
description of quantum states to an accurate sketch of subexponential size. This approach bears some similarity
with classical shadows based on random Clifford measurements. However, stabilizer sketching requires a fully-
characterized classical description of the state as an input. So, it still suffers from an exponential scaling in the
resources used in practice. Recently, Paini and Kalev [58] have proposed an approximate classical description
of a quantum state that can estimate the expectation value of an observable from Haar-random single-qubit
rotations followed by computational basis measurements. They focus on estimating a single observable, while
we focus on estimating many observables simultaneously. In our classical shadow approach, the Haar-random
single-qubit rotations [58] are replaced by random single-qubit Clifford rotations, or – equivalently – measuring
each qubit in a random Pauli basis. This simplification may be viewed as a partial derandomization and works,
because the (single-qubit) Clifford group forms a 3-design [47, 70, 72].
Direct fidelity estimation Direct fidelity estimation is a procedure that allows for predicting a single pure
target fidelity 〈ψ|ρ|ψ〉 up to accuracy . The best-known technique is based on few Pauli measurements that
are selected randomly using importance sampling [19, 27]. The required number of samples depends on the
target: it can range from a dimension-independent order of 1/2 (if |ψ〉 is a stabilizer state) to roughly 2n/4
in the worst case.
Efficient estimation of local observables In quantum many-body physics, many interesting observables can
be decomposed into local constituents. This renders the task of accurately predicting many local observables
very important — both in theory and practice. A series of recent works [8, 16, 24, 42] propose different
measurement strategies to measure many local observables simultaneously. All of them focus on estimating
k-local Pauli observables up to accuracy . This would directly translate to an approximation error 2k for
general k-local observables. For some measurement schemes, this general error bound seems unavoidable.
But, for certain strategies a careful analysis could lead to an improved performance. The two works [8, 16]
are based on properly analyzing the commutation relations between the k-local Pauli observables of interest.
Subsequently, one can group commuting observables together and measure them all at once. Different from
this more standardized strategy, [42] uses entangled Bell-basis measurements, and [24] is based on randomized
measurements to efficiently measure local observables. The prior earlier works [8, 16] have worse performance
compared to the more recent two [24, 42]. While the latter two procedures are seemingly different from prediction
with classical shadows (Pauli measurements), the sample complexities associated with all three approaches are
comparable. Derandomizing classical shadows, however, could considerably reduce the number of measurements
required. We will address such a substantial and practical improvement in upcoming work.
Shadow tomography Shadow tomography aims at simultaneously estimating the outcome probabilities as-
sociated with M 2-outcome measurements up to accuaracy : pi(ρ) = tr(Eiρ), where each Ei is a positive
semidefinite matrix with operator norm at most one [1, 3, 10]. This may be viewed as a generalization
of fidelity estimation. The best existing result is due to Aaronson and Rothblum [3]. They showed that
N = O˜ (log(M)2 log(d)2/8) copies of the unknown state suffice to achieve this task 6. Broadly speaking,
their protocol is based on performing gentle 2-outcome measurements one-by-one and subsequently (partially)
reversing the damage to the quantum state caused by the measurement. This task is achieved by explicit
6 The scaling symbol O˜ suppresses logarithmic expressions in other problem-specific parameters.
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quantum circuits of exponential size that act on all copies of the unknown state simultaneously. This rather
intricate procedure bypasses the no-go result advertised in Theorem 2 and results in a sampling rate that is
independent of the 2-outcome measurements in question — only their cardinality M matters.
4. DETAILS REGARDING NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
A. Predicting quantum fidelities
This numerical experiment considers classical shadows based on random Clifford measurements. We exploit
the Gottesman-Knill theorem for efficient classical computations. This well-known result states that Clifford
circuits can be simulated efficiently on classical computers; see also [2] for an improved classical algorithm. This
has allowed us to address rather large system sizes (more than 160 qubits). To test the performance of feature
prediction with classical shadows we first have to simulate the (quantum) data acquisition phase. We do this
by repeatedly executing the following (efficient) protocol:
1. Sample a Clifford unitary U from the Clifford group using the algorithm proposed in [45]. This Clifford
unitary is parameterized by (α, β, γ, δ, r, s) which fully characterize its action on Pauli operators:
UPXj U
† = (−1)rjΠni=1(PXi )αji(PZi )βji and UPZj U† = (−1)sjΠni=1(PXi )γji(PZi )δji (S26)
for all j = 1, . . . , n. Here, PXj , PZj are the Pauli X, Z-operators acting on the j-th qubit, and
αji, βji, γji, δji, rj , sj ∈ {0, 1}.
2. Given a unitary U parameterized by (α, β, γ, δ, r, s), we can apply U on any stabilizer state by changing
the stabilizer generators and the destabilizers as defined in [2].
3. A computational basis measurement can be simulated using the standard algorithm provided in [2].
Although originally designed for pure target states |ψi〉〈ψi|, we can readily extend this strategy to mixed
states ρ =
∑
i pi|ψi〉〈ψi|. Operationally speaking, mixed states arise from sampling from a pure state ensemble.
This mixing process can be simulated efficiently on classical machines.
For neural network quantum state tomography, we use the open-source code provided by the authors [15].
The main challenge is generating training data, i.e. simulating measurement outcomes. For pure and noisy GHZ
states, we use the tetrahedral POVM [15]. For the toric code ground state, we use the Psi2 POVM (which is
a measurement in the computational (Z-) basis). Note that measuring in the Z-basis is not a tomographically
complete measurement, but we found machine learning models to perform better using Psi2. This is possibly
because the pattern is much more obvious (closed-loop configurations) and the figure of merit used in NNQST
is a classical fidelity.
A concrete algorithm for creating training data for pure GHZ states is included in the aforementioned open-
source implementation of [15]. It uses matrix product states to simulate quantum measurements efficiently.
The training data for noisy GHZ states is a slight modification of the existing code. With probability 1− p, we
sample a measurement outcome from the original state |ψ+GHZ〉 = 1√2 (|0〉⊗n + |1〉⊗n). And with probability p,
we sample a measurement outcome from |ψ−GHZ〉 = 1√2 (|0〉
⊗n − |1〉⊗n) (phase error). Since the figure of merit
is the fidelity with the pure GHZ state in both pure and noisy GHZ experiment, we reuse the implementation
provided in [15].
Creating training data for toric code is somewhat more involved. The goal is to sample a closed-loop
configuration on a 2D torus uniformly at random. This can again be done using classical simulations of
stabilizer states [2]. The main technical detail is to create a tableau that contains both the stabilizer and
the de-stabilizer for the state in question. The rich structure of the toric code renders this task rather easy.
The stabilizers are the X-stars and the Z-plaquettes, with two Z-strings over the two loops of the torus. The
de-stabilizer of each stabilizer is a Pauli-string that anticommutes with the stabilizer, but commutes with other
stabilizers and other de-stabilizers. The full set of stabilizers and de-stabilizers for the toric code can be seen
in Supplementary Figure 3.
B. Potential obstacles for learning certain quantum states
In our numerical studies, we have seen that neural network quantum state tomography based on deep gen-
erative models seems to have difficulty learning toric code ground states.
Here, we take a closer look at this curious aspect and construct a simple class of quantum states where
efficient learning of the quantum state from the measurement data would violate a well-known computational
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Supplementary Figure 3: Stabilizers and de-stabilizers of the toric code that encodes |00〉.
hardness conjecture. First of all, each computational (Z-) basis measurement of the toric code produces a
random bit-string. Most bits are sampled uniformly at random from {0, 1} and the remaining bits are binary
functions that only depend on these random bits. Consider a simple class of quantum states that mimic this
property. Given a ∈ {0, 1}n−1 and fa(x) =
∑
i aixi (mod 2), we define |a〉 = 1√2n−1
∑
x∈{0,1}n−1 |x〉 ⊗ |fa(x)〉.
Such states can be created by preparing |+〉 on the first n− 1 qubits, |0〉 on the n-th qubit followed by CNOT
gates between i-th qubit and n-th qubit for every ai = 1. Measuring |a〉 in the computational (Z-) basis
is equivalent to sampling the first n − 1 bits x uniformly at random. The final bit is characterized by the
deterministic formula fa(x). Now, consider a (globally) depolarized version of this pure state:
ρa = Dη(|a〉〈a|) = (1− η)|a〉〈a|+ η2n I⊗n for some η ∈ (0, 1). (S27)
One of the most widely used conjectures for building post-quantum cryptography is the hardness of learning
with error (LWE) [63]. LWE considers the task of learning a linear n-ary function f over a finite ring from
noisy data samples (x, f(x) + η), where x is sampled uniformly at random and η is some independent error.
An efficient learning algorithm for LWE will be able to break many post-quantum cryptographic protocals that
are believed to be hard even for quantum computers. The simplest example of LWE is called learning parity
with error, where f(x) =
∑
i aixi (mod 2) for x ∈ {0, 1}n and some unknown a ∈ {0, 1}n. Learning parity
with error is also conjectured to be computationally hard [6]. Since learning |a〉 from computational (Z-) basis
measurements on ρa is equivalent to learning parity with error, it is unlikely there will be a neural network
approach that can learn ρa efficiently.
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C. Predicting witnesses for tripartite entanglement
This numerical experiment considers classical shadows based on random Clifford measurements. The numer-
ical studies regarding entanglement witnesses are based locally rotated 3-qubit (n = 3) GHZ states:
|ψ〉 = UA ⊗ UB ⊗ UC |ψ+GHZ〉 where UA, UB , UC are random single-qubit rotations. (S28)
For ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, we hope to verify the tripartite entanglement present in the system. To this end, we consider a
simple family of entanglement witnesses with compatible structure:
O := O(VA, VB , VC) = VA ⊗ VB ⊗ VC |ψ+GHZ〉〈ψ+GHZ|V †A ⊗ V †B ⊗ V †C . (S29)
The single-qubit unitaries VA, VB , VC parametrize different witnesses.
A complete characterization of entanglement in three-qubit systems can be found in Supplementary Figure 2.
The expectation value of an entanglement witness O(VA, VB , VC) in the tripartite state ρ can certify that
ρ belongs to a particular entanglement class. For example, it is known from the analysis in [4] that for
any state ρs with only bipartite entanglement, tr (Oρs) ≤ .5, while for any state ρs with at most W-type
entanglement, tr (Oρs) ≤ .75. Therefore verifying that tr (Oρ) > .5 certifies that ρ has tripartite entanglement,
while tr (Oρ) > .75 certifies that ρ has GHZ-type entanglement.
After choosing random unitaries UA, UB , UC to specify the GHZ-type state |ψ〉, we generate a list of random
VA, VB , VC to specify a set of potential entanglement witnesses for |ψ〉:
O1 = O(VA,1, VB,1, VC,1), . . . , OM = O(VA,M , VB,M , VC,M ). (S30)
If the randomly generated Oi = O(VA,i, VB,i, VC,i) satisfies tr(Oi |ψ〉〈ψ|) > 0.5, then Oi is an entanglement
witness for genuine tripartite entanglement, and if tr(Oi |ψ〉〈ψ|) > 0.75, then Oi is a witness for GHZ-type
entanglement. We can compute the expected number of random candidates we have to test to find an observable
O such that tr(O |ψ〉〈ψ|) > 0.5 or tr(O |ψ〉〈ψ|) > 0.75; these numbers are indicated as the dashed lines on the
right side of Supplementary Figure 2.
Given the list of randomly generated witness candidates O1, . . . , OM , we would like to predict tr(Oi|ψ〉〈ψ|)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ M . The naive approach is to directly measure all observables (witnesses). We refer to this as
the direct measurement approach. For this approach, we consider the number of total experiments required
to estimate every tr(Oi|ψ〉〈ψ|) up to an error 0.1. Note that the number of required samples may vary from
witness to witness — it depends on the variance associated with the estimation. In the worst case, one would
need ≈ 100 measurements for each witness candidate.
Instead of this direct measurement approach, one could use classical shadows (Clifford measurements) to
predict all the observables (witnesses) O1, . . . , OM at once. Because, tr(O2i ) = 1 for al 1 ≤ i ≤ M , the
shadow norm obeys ‖Oi‖2shadow ≤ 3 tr
(
O2i
)
= 3, according to the analysis in Supplementary Section 1B. Hence
Theorem 1 shows that classical shadows can predict the expectation values of many candidate witnesses very
efficiently.
In the numerical experiment, we gradually increased the number of random Clifford measurements we use to
construct classical shadows until the classical shadows could accurately predict all tr(Oi |ψ〉〈ψ|) up to 0.1-error.
The results are shown in Supplementary Figure 2. Because the system size is small (n = 3 qubits), we simulate
the quantum experiments classically by storing and processing all 23 = 8 amplitudes. In practice, one should
use statistics, like sample variance estimation or the bootstrap [22], to determine confidence intervals and a
posteriori guarantees. Quadratic function prediction with classical shadows (Clifford measurements) can be
used to achieve this goal efficiently.
D. Predicting two-point correlation functions
Predicting two-point correlation function could be done efficiently using classical shadows based on random
Pauli measurements. To facilitate direct comparison, this numerical experiment is designed to reproduce one
of the core examples in in [15]. In particular, we use the same data, downloaded from https://github.com/
carrasqu/POVM_GENMODEL. The classical shadow (based on random Pauli basis measurements) replaces the
original machine learning based approach for predicting local observables. We use multi-core CPU for training
and making prediction with the machine learning model. The reported time is the total CPU time. Predicting
local observables O using the (Pauli) classical shadow can be done efficiently by creating the reduced density
matrix ρA, where A is the subsystem O acts on. The reduced density matrix ρA can be created by simply
neglecting the data for the rest of the system. Importantly, M−1(U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U) is never created as an 2n × 2n
matrix. Taking the inner product of ρA with the local observables O yields the desired result.
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E. Predicting subsystem Rényi entanglement entropies
We consider classical shadows based on random Pauli measurements for predicting subsystem entanglement
entropies. In the first part of the experiment, we consider the ground state of a disordered Heisenberg model.
The associated Hamiltonian is H =
∑
i Ji〈Si · Si+1〉, where each Ji is sampled uniformly (and independently)
from the unit interval [0, 1]. The approximate ground state is found by implementing the recursive procedure
from [62]: identify the largest Ji, forming singlet for the connected sites, and reduce the system by removing
Ji. We refer to [62] for details. In the experiment, we perform single-shot random Pauli basis measurements
on the approximate ground state. I.e. we measure the state in a random Pauli basis only once and then
choose a new random basis. However, in physical experiments, it is often easier to repeat a single Pauli basis
measurement many times before re-calibrating to measure another Pauli basis. Performing a single random
basis measurement for many repetitions can be beneficial experimentally compared to measuring a random
basis every single time. Classical shadows (Pauli) are flexible enough to incorporate economic measurement
strategies that take this discrepancy into account. We refer to the open source implementation in https:
//github.com/momohuang/predicting-quantum-properties for the exact details.
To obtain a reasonable benchmark, we compare this procedure with the approach proposed by Brydges et
al. [12]. For a subsystem A comprised of k qubits, the approach proposed in [12] for predicting the Rényi
entropy works as follows. First, one samples a random single-qubit unitary rotations independently for all
k qubits. Then, one applies the single-qubit unitary rotation to the system and measures the system in the
computational basis to obtain a string of binary values s ∈ {0, 1}k. For each random unitary rotation, several
repetitions are performed. The precise number of repetitions for a single random basis is a hyper-parameter
that has to be optimized. The estimator for the Rényi entropy takes the following form:
tr(ρ2A) = 2
k
∑
s,s′∈{0,1}k
(−2)−H(s,s′)P (s)P (s′). (S31)
The function H(s, s′) is the Hamming distance between strings s and s′ (i.e, the number of positions at which
individual bits are different), while P (s) and P (s′) are the probabilities for measuring ρ and obtaining the
outcomes s and s′, respectively. The probability P (s) is a function that depends on the randomly sampled
single-qubit rotation. P (s)P (s′) is the expectation of P (s)P (s′) averaged over the random single-qubit rotations.
The random single-qubit rotations could be taken as single-qubit Haar-random rotations or single-qubit
random Clifford rotations. The latter choice is equivalent to random Pauli measurements – the measure-
ment primitive we consider for classical shadows also. For the test cases we considered, using random Pauli
measurements yields similar (and sometimes improved) performance compared to single-qubit Haar-random
unitary rotation. This allows the approach by [12] and the procedure based on classical shadows to be com-
pared on the same ground. We follow the strategy in [12] to estimate the formula in Eq. (S31). First, we
sample NU random unitary rotations. For each random unitary rotation, we perform NM repetitions of ro-
tating the system and measuring in the computational basis. The NM measurement outcomes allow us to
construct an empirical distribution for P (s). Thus we could use the NM measurement outcomes to estimate
2k
∑
s,s′∈{0,1}k(−2)−H(s,s
′)P (s)P (s′) for a single random unitary rotation. We then take the average over NU
different random unitary rotations. Choosing a suitable parameter for NU and NM is nontrivial. We employ
the strategy advocated in [12] for finding the best parameter for NU and NM . This strategy is called grid search
and is performed by trying many different choices for NU , NM and recording the best one.
F. Variational quantum simulation of the lattice Schwinger model
The application for variational quantum simulation uses classical shadows based on random Pauli measure-
ments which is designed to predict a large number of local observables efficiently. It is based on the seminal
work presented in [46]. After a Kogut-Susskind encoding to map fermionic configurations to a spin-1/2 lattice
with an even number N of lattice sites and a subsequent Jordan-Wigner transform, the Hamiltonian becomes
Hˆ =
w
2
N−1∑
j=1
PXj P
X
j+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΛˆX
+
w
2
N−1∑
j=1
PYj P
Y
j+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΛˆY
+
N∑
j=1
djP
z
j +
N−2∑
j=1
N−1∑
j′=j+1
cj,j′P
z
j P
z
j′︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΛˆZ
. (S32)
Here, PXj , PYj , PZj denote Pauli-X,Y, Z operators acting on the j-th qubit (1 ≤ j ≤ N). This Hamiltonian has
very advantageous structure. Each of the three contributions can be estimated by performing a single Pauli
basis measurement (measure every qubit in the X basis to determine ΛˆX , measure every qubit in the Y basis to
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determine ΛˆY and measure every qubit in the Z basis to determine ΛˆZ). The measurement of the Hamiltonian
variance 〈Hˆ2〉 − 〈Hˆ〉2 is more complicated, because 〈Hˆ2〉 does not decompose nicely. To determine its value,
we must first measure Λˆ2X , Λˆ
2
Y and Λˆ
2
Z . This is the easy part, because 3 measurement bases once more suffice.
However, in addition, we must also estimate the anti-commutators {ΛˆX , ΛˆY }, {ΛˆX , ΛˆZ}, {ΛˆY , ΛˆZ}. This may
be achieved by measuring the following k-local observables (with k at most 4):
{ΛˆX , ΛˆY } : PXj PXj+1PYj′ PYj′+1, ∀j, j′ ∈ {1, N − 1}, s.t. j 6= j′, j 6= j′ + 1, j + 1 6= j′,
{ΛˆX , ΛˆZ} : PXj PXj+1PZj′PZj′′ , ∀j, j′, j′′ ∈ {1, N − 1}, s.t. j 6= j′, j 6= j′′, j + 1 6= j′, j + 1 6= j′′, j′ < j′′,
{ΛˆX , ΛˆZ} : PXj PXj+1PZj′ , ∀j, j′ ∈ {1, N − 1}, s.t. j 6= j′, j + 1 6= j′,
(S33)
{ΛˆY , ΛˆZ} : PYj PYj+1PZj′PZj′′ , ∀j, j′, j′′ ∈ {1, N − 1}, s.t. j 6= j′, j 6= j′′, j + 1 6= j′, j + 1 6= j′′, j′ < j′′,
{ΛˆY , ΛˆZ} : PYj PYj+1PZj′ , ∀j, j′ ∈ {1, N − 1}, s.t. j 6= j′, j + 1 6= j′,
Although local, estimating all observables of this form is the main bottleneck of the entire procedure. To
minimize the number of measurement bases, the original work [46] has performed an analysis of symmetry
in the lattice Schwinger model. First, the target Hamiltonian in Equation (S32) satisfies [Hˆ,
∑
i P
Z
i ] = 0,
which corresponds to a charge conservation symmetry in the scalar fermionic field. [46] further consider a
charge symmetry subspace with
∑
i P
Z
i = 0, which corresponds to a CˆP symmetry. In this subspace, we have
〈{ΛˆX , ΛˆZ}〉 = 〈{ΛˆY , ΛˆZ}〉. This ensures that we only have to estimate local observables corresponding to
{ΛˆX , ΛˆY } and {ΛˆX , ΛˆZ}. In the original setup [46], this task was achieved by measuring roughly 2N bases in
total. We refer to [46, Appendix B and Appendix C] for further details and explanation. We propose to replace
this original approach by linear feature prediction with classical shadows (Pauli measurements).
For classical shadows based on random Pauli measurements, every measurement basis is an independent
random X, Y , or Z measurement for every qubit. This randomized general purpose procedure does not take
into account the fact that we want to measure a specific set of k-local observables given in Equation (S33). The
derandomized version of classical shadows is based on the concept of pessimistic estimators [60, 67] (see also
[71] for an application with quantum information context). It removes the original randomness by utilizing the
knowledge of this specific set of k-local observables. When we throw a dice (or coin) to decide whether we want
to measure in either, theX−, the Y−, or the Z−basis, the derandomized version would choose the measurement
basis (X, Y , or Z) that would lead to the best expected performance on the set of k-local observables given in
Equation (S33). The expected performance is computed based on random Pauli basis measurements and the
analysis in Supplementary Section 1. The derandomized version of classical shadows would perform at least as
well as the original randomized version. Furthermore, due to the dependence on the specific set of observables
for choosing the measurement bases, the derandomized version can exploit advantageous structures in the set
of observables we want to measure. As detailed in the main text, classical shadows based on random Pauli
measurements provide improvement only for larger system sizes (more than 50 qubits). A derandomized version
of classical shadows improves upon the randomized version and leads to a substantial improvement in efficiency
and scalability over a wide range of system sizes. As an added benefit, derandomization can be completely
automated and does not depend on the concrete set of target observables. We refer to https://github.
com/momohuang/predicting-quantum-properties for a (roughly linear time) algorithm that derandomizes
random Pauli measurements for any collection of target observables with Pauli structure.
5. ADDITIONAL COMPUTATIONS AND PROOFS FOR PREDICTING LINEAR FUNCTIONS
A. Background: Clifford circuits and the stabilizer formalism
Clifford circuits were introduced by Gottesman [31] and form an indispensable tool in quantum information
processing. Applications range from quantum error correction [56], to measurement-based quantum compu-
tation [11, 61] and randomized benchmarking [23, 44, 53]. For systems comprised of n qubits, the Clifford
group is generated by CNOT, Hadamard and phase gates. This results in a finite group of cardinality 2O(n
2)
that maps (tensor products of) Pauli matrices to Pauli matrices upon conjugation. This underlying structure
allows for efficiently storing and simulating Clifford circuits on classical computers – a result commonly known
as Gottesman-Knill theorem. The n-qubit Clifford group Cl(2n) also comprises a unitary 3-design [47, 70, 72].
Sampling Clifford circuits uniformly at random reproduces the first 3 moments of the full unitary group endowed
with the Haar measure. For k = 1, 2, 3
EU∼Cl(2n)
(
UXU†
)⊗k
=
∫
U(d)
(UAU†)⊗kdµHaar(U) for all 2n × 2n matrices A. (S34)
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The right hand side of this equation can be evaluated explicitly by using techniques from representation theory,
see e.g. [33, Sec. 3.5]. This in turn yields closed-form expressions for Clifford averages of linear and quadratic
operator-valued functions. Choose a unit vector x ∈ C2n and let H2n denote the space of Hermitian 2n × 2n
matrices. Then,
EU∼Cl(2n)U†|x〉〈x|U†〈x|UAU†|x〉 =A+ tr(A)I
(2n + 1)2n
=
1
2n
D1/(2n+1)(A) for A ∈ H2n , (S35)
EU∼Cl(2n)U†|x〉〈x|U〈x|UB0U†|x〉〈x|UC0U†|x〉 =tr(B0C0)I+B0C0 + C0B0
(2n + 2)(2n + 1)2n
for B0, C0 ∈ H2n traceless. (S36)
Here, Dp(A) = pA+ (1− p) tr(A)2n I denotes a n-qubit depolarizing channel with loss parameter p. Linear maps
of this form can be readily inverted. In particular,
D−11/(2n+1)(A) = (2n + 1)A− tr(A)I for any A ∈ H2n . (S37)
These closed-form expressions allow us to develop very concrete strategies and rigorous bounds for classical
shadows based on (global and local) Clifford circuits.
B. Performance bound for classical shadows based on random Clifford measurements
Proposition 1. Adopt a “random Clifford basis” measurement primitive, i.e. each rotation ρ 7→ UρU† is
chosen uniformly from the n qubit Clifford group Cl(2n). Then, the associated classical shadow is
ρˆ = (2n + 1)U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U − I, (S38)
where bˆ ∈ {0, 1}n is the observed computational basis measurement outcome (of the rotated state UρU†). More-
over, the norm defined in Eq. (S7) is closely related to the Hilbert-Schmidt norm:
tr
(
O20
) ≤ ‖O0‖2shadow ≤ 3tr (O20) for any traceless O0 ∈ H2n . (S39)
Note that passing from O to its traceless part O0 = O − tr(O)2n I is a contraction in Hilbert-Schmidt norm:
tr
(
O20
)
= tr(O2)− tr(O)
2
2n
≤ tr(O2). (S40)
Hence, we can safely replace the upper bound in Eq. (S39) by 3tr(O2) — the Hilbert Schmidt norm (squared)
of the original observable.
Proof. Eq. (S35) readily provides a closed-form expression for the measurement channel defined in Eq. (S2):
M(ρ) =
∑
b∈{0,1}n
EU∼Cl(2n)〈b|UρU†|b〉U†|b〉〈b|U =
∑
b∈{0,1}n
1
2n
D1/(2n+1)(ρ) = D1/(2n+1)(ρ). (S41)
This depolarizing channel can be readily inverted, see Eq. (S37). In particular,
ρˆ =M−1
(
U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U
)
= (2n + 1)U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U − I and M−1(O0) = (2n + 1)O0 (S42)
for any traceless matrix O0 ∈ H2n . The latter reformulation considerably simplifies the expression for the norm
‖O0‖2shadow defined in Eq. (S7). A slight reformulation allows us to furthermore capitalize on Eq. (S36) to
exactly compute this norm for traceless observables:
‖O0‖2shadow = max
σ state
tr
(
σ
∑
b∈{0,1}n
EU∼Cl(2n)U†|b〉〈b|U〈b|U(2n + 1)O0U†|b〉2
)
= max
σ state
tr
(
σ
(2n + 1)2
(
tr(O20)I+ 2O20
)
(2n + 2)(2n + 1)2n
)
=
2n + 1
2n + 2
max
σ state
(
tr(σ)tr(O20) + 2tr
(
σO20
))
. (S43)
To further simplify this expression, recall tr(σ) = 1 and note that maxσ state tr(σO20) = ‖O20‖∞, where ‖ · ‖∞
denotes the spectral norm. The bound Eq. (S39) then foloows from the elementary relation between the spectral
and Hilbert-Schmidt norms: ‖O20‖∞ ≤ tr(O20).
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C. Performance bound for classical shadows based on random Pauli measurements
Proposition 2. Adopt a “random Pauli basis” measurement primitive, i.e. each rotation ρ 7→ UρU† is a tensor
product U1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Un of randomly selected single-qubit Clifford gates U1, . . . , Un ∈ Cl(2). Then, the associated
classical shadow is
ρˆ =
n⊗
j=1
(
3U†j |bˆj〉〈bˆj |Uj − I
)
where |bˆ〉 = |bˆ1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |bˆn〉 and bˆ1, . . . , bˆn ∈ {0, 1}. (S44)
Moreover, the norm defined in Eq. (S7) respects locality. Suppose that O ∈ H⊗k2 only acts nontrivially on
k-qubits, e.g. O = O˜ ⊗ I⊗(n−k) with O˜ ∈ H⊗k2 . Then ‖O‖shadow = ‖O˜‖shadow, where ‖O˜‖shadow is the same
norm, but for k-qubit systems.
Proof. Unitary rotation and computational basis measurements factorize completely into tensor products. This
insight allows us to decompose the measurement channelM defined in Eq. (S2) into a tensor product of single-
qubit operations. For elementary tensor products X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Xn ∈ H⊗n2 we can apply Eq. (S35) separately for
each single-qubit action and infer
M (X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Xn) =
n⊗
j=1
( ∑
bj∈{0,1}
EUj∼Cl(2)U
†
j |b〉〈b|Uj〈b|UjXjU†j |b〉
)
=
n⊗
j=1
( ∑
bj∈{0,1}
1
2
D1/(2+1)(ρj)
)
= D⊗n1/3 (X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Xn) . (S45)
Linear extension to all of H⊗n2 yields the following formula forM and its inverse:
M(X) = (D1/3)⊗n (X) and M−1(X) = (D−11/3)⊗n (X) for all X ∈ H⊗n2 , (S46)
where D−11/3(Y ) = 3Y − tr(Y )I according to Eq. (S37). This formula readily yields a closed-form expression for
the classical shadow. Use U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U = ⊗nj=1 Uj |bˆj〉〈bˆj |Uj to conclude
ρˆ =M−1
(
U†|bˆ〉〈bˆ|U
)
=
n⊗
j=1
D−11/3
(
U†j |bˆj〉〈bˆj |Uj
)
=
n⊗
j=1
(
3U†j |bˆj〉〈bˆj |U − I
)
. (S47)
For the second claim, we exploit a key feature of depolarizing channels and their inverses. The identity matrix
is a fix-point, i.e. D−11/3(I) = I = D1/3(I). For k-local observables, e.g. O = O˜ ⊗ I⊗(n−k), this feature ensures
M−1
(
O˜ ⊗ I⊗(n−k)
)
=
((
D−11/3
)⊗k
(O˜)
)
⊗ I⊗(n−k) = M˜−1(O˜)⊗ I⊗(n−k), (S48)
where M˜−1(X) = (D−11/3)⊗k(X) denotes the inverse channel of a k-qubit local Clifford measurement procedure.
This observation allows us to compress the norm (S7) to the “active” subset of k qubits. Exploit the tensor
product structure U = U1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Un with Ui ∼ Cl(2) to conclude∥∥∥O˜ ⊗ I⊗(n−k)∥∥∥2
shadow
= max
σ: state
EU∼Cl(2)⊗n
∑
b∈{0,1}n
〈b|UσU†|b〉〈b|UM−1(O ⊗ I⊗(n−k)U†|b〉2
= max
σ: state
EU∼Cl(2)⊗k
∑
b∈{0,1}k
〈b|Utrk+1,...,n(σ)U†|b〉〈b|UM˜−1(O˜)U†|b〉2, (S49)
where trk+1,...,n(σ) denotes the partial trace over all “inactive” subsystems. Partial traces preserve the space
of all quantum states. So maximizing over all partial traces trk+1,...,n(σ) is equivalent to maximizing over all
k-qubit states and we exactly recover the norm ‖O˜‖2shadow on k qubits. Finally, it is easy to check that the
actual location of the active k-qubit support of O does not affect the argument.
Recall that the (squared) norm ‖ · ‖2shadow is the most important figure of merit for feature prediction with
classical shadows. According to Theorem 1, max1≤i≤M ‖Oi‖2shadow determines the number of samples required
to accurately predict a collection of linear functions tr(O1ρ), . . . , tr(OMρ). Viewed from this angle, Proposition 2
has profound consequences for predicting (collections of) local observables under the local Clifford measurement
primitive. For each local observable Oi, the norm ‖Oi‖2shadow collapses to its active support, regardless of its
precise location. The size of these supports is governed by the locality alone, not the total number of qubits!
It is instructive to illustrate this point with a simple special case first.
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Lemma 3. Let O be a single k-local Pauli observable, e.g. O = Pp1⊗· · ·⊗Ppk⊗I⊗(n−k), where pj ∈ {X,Y, Z}.
Then, ‖O‖2shadow = 3k, for any choice of the k qubits where nontrivial Pauli matrices act. This scaling can be
generalized to arbitrary elementary tensor products supported on k qubits, e.g. O = O1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Ok ⊗ I⊗(n−k).
Proof. Pauli matrices are traceless and obey, P 2pj = I and D−11/3(Ppj ) = 3Ppj for each pj ∈ {X,Y, Z}. Proposi-
tion 2 and the tensor product structure of the problem then ensure
‖O‖2shadow =‖Pp1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ppk‖2shadow
= max
σ: state
EU∼Cl(2)⊗k
∑
b∈{0,1}n
〈b|U†σU |b〉〈b|U(D−11/3)⊗k(P1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Pk)U†|b〉2
= max
σ: state
tr
(
σ
k⊗
j=1
( ∑
bj∈{0,1}
EUj∼Cl(2)U
†|bj〉〈bj |U〈bj |U3PjU†U |bj〉2
))
= max
σ: state
tr
(
σ
k⊗
j=1
(
9
∑
b∈{0,1}
tr
(
P 2j
)
I+ 2P 2j
(2 + 2)(2 + 1)2
))
= max
σ: state
tr
(
σ
k⊗
j=1
3I
)
= 3k, (S50)
where we have used Eq. (S36) to explicitly evaluate the single qubit Clifford averages.
We leave the extension to more general tensor product observables as an exercise for the dedicated reader.
The norm expression in Lemma 3 scales exponentially in the locality k, but is independent of the total number
of qubits n. The compression property (Proposition 2) suggests that this desirable feature should extend to
general k-local observables. And, indeed, it is relatively straightforward to obtain crude upper bounds that
scale with 32k. The additional factor of two, however, effectively doubles the locality parameter and can render
conservative feature prediction with classical shadows prohibitively expensive in concrete applications.
The main result of this section considerably improves upon these crude bounds and almost reproduces the
(tight) scaling associated with k-local Pauli observables.
Proposition 3. Let O be a k-local observable, e.g. O = O˜ ⊗ I⊗(n−k) with O˜ ∈ H⊗k2 Then,
‖O‖2shadow ≤ 4k‖O‖2∞, where ‖ · ‖∞ denotes the spectral/operator norm. (S51)
The same bound holds for the shadow norm of the traceless part of O: ‖O − tr(O)2n I‖2shadow ≤ 4k‖O‖2∞.
The proof is considerably more technical than the proof of Lemma 3 and relies on the following auxiliary
result.
Lemma 4. Fix two k-qubit Pauli observables Pp = Pp1⊗· · ·⊗Ppk , Pq = Pq1⊗· · ·⊗Pqk with p,q ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}k.
Then, the following formula is true for any state σ:
EU∼Cl(2)⊗k
∑
b∈{0,1}k
〈b|UσU†|b〉〈b|U(D−11/3)⊗k(Pp)U†|b〉〈b|U(D−11/3)⊗k(Pq)U†|b〉 = f(p,q)tr (σPpPq) , (S52)
where f(p,q) = 0 whenever there exists an index i such that pi 6= qi and pi, qi 6= I. Otherwise, f(p,q) = 3s,
where s is the number of non-identity Pauli indices that match (s = |{i : pi = qi, pi 6= I}|).
This combinatorial formula follows from a straightforward, but somewhat cumbersome, case-by-case analysis
based on the (single-qubit) relations (S35) and (S36). We include a proof at the end of this subsection.
Proof of Proposition 3. Proposition 2 allows us to restrict our attention to the relevant k-qubit region on which
O˜ ∈ H⊗k2 acts nontrivially. Next, expand O˜ in the (tensor product) Pauli basis, i.e. O˜ =
∑
p αpPp with
p ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}k. Fix an arbitrary k-qubit state σ and use Lemma 4 to conclude
‖O˜‖2shadow = max
σ state
EU∼Cl(2)⊗k
∑
b∈{0,1}k
〈b|UσU†|b〉〈b|U(D−11/3)⊗k(O˜)U†|b〉2
= max
σ state
∑
p,q
αpαqEU∼Cl(2)⊗k
∑
b∈{0,1}k
〈b|UσU†|b〉〈b|U(D−11/3)⊗k(Pp)U†|b〉〈b|U(D−11/3)⊗k(Pq)U†|b〉
= max
σ state
∑
p,q
αpαqf(p,q)tr (σPpPq) = max
σ state
tr
(
σ
∑
p,q
αpαqf(p,q)tr (σPpPq)
)
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=
∥∥∥∥∥∑
p,q
αpαqf(p,q)trPpPq
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
, (S53)
where f(p,q) is the combinatorial function defined in Lemma 4. The last equality follows from the dual
characterization of the spectral norm: ‖A‖∞ = maxσ: state tr(σA) for any positive semidefinite matrix A.
We can further simplify this expression by introducing a partial order on Pauli strings q, s ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}n.
We write q B s if it is possible to obtain q from s by replacing some local non-identity Paulis with I. Moreover,
let |q| = |{i : qi 6= I}| denote the number of non-identity Pauli’s in the string q. Then,∥∥∥∥∥∑
p,q
αpαqf(p,q)trPpPq
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥ 13k
∑
s∈{X,Y,Z}k
(∑
qBs
3|q|αqPq
)2∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
≤ 1
3k
∑
s∈{X,Y,Z}k
(∑
qBs
3|q|αqPq
)2
, (S54)
where we have used ‖Pq‖∞ = 1 for all Pauli strings. Next, note that for fixed s ∈ {X,Y, Z}k,∑
qBs
3|q| = 3k + k3k−1 +
(
k
2
)
3k−2 + · · ·+ 1 = 4k. (S55)
Together with Cauchy-Schwarz, this numerical insight implies
1
3k
∑
s∈{X,Y,Z}k
(∑
qBs
3|q||αq|
)2
≤ 1
3k
∑
s∈{X,Y,Z}k
(∑
qBs
3|q|
)(∑
qBs
3|q||α2p
)
= 4k
∑
s∈{X,Y,Z}
∑
qBs
3|q|−k|αq|2. (S56)
Finally, observe that every q ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}k is dominated by exactly 3k−|q| different strings s ∈ {X,Y, Z}k.
This ensures
4k
∑
s∈{X,Y,Z}
3|q|−k|αq|2 = 4k
∑
q∈{I,X,Y,Z}
|αq|2 = 4k2−k‖O˜‖22, (S57)
because Pauli matrices are proportional to an orthonormal basis of H⊗k2 :
∑
q |αq|2 =
∑
q
∣∣2−ktr(σqO˜)∣∣2 =
2−k‖O˜‖22. The general claim then follows from the fundamental relation among Schatten norms: ‖O˜‖22 ≤
2k‖O˜‖2∞ = 2k‖O‖2∞.
The bound on traceless parts O0 of observables is nearly analogous, because the transition from O to O0
respects locality. E.g. O = O˜ ⊗ I⊗(n−k) obeys O0 = O˜0 ⊗ I⊗(n−k). To get the same bound, we use that this
transition is a contraction in Hilbert-Schmidt norm:
‖O0‖2shadow = ‖O˜0‖2shadow ≤ 4k2−k‖O˜0‖22 ≤ 4k2−k‖O˜‖22 ≤ 4k‖O˜‖2∞ = ‖O‖2∞.
Proof of Lemma 4. Since Pauli observables decompose nicely into tensor products, this claim readily follows
from extending a single-qubit argument. Note that D−11/3(Pp) = 3Pp for p 6= I and D−11/3(I) = I. It is straightfor-
ward to evaluate the single-qubit expression for the trivial case Pp = Pq = I. Fix a state σ and compute
EU∼Cl(2)
∑
b∈{0,1}
〈b|UσU†|b〉〈b|UD−11/3(I)U†|b〉2 = EU∼Cl(2)
∑
b∈{0,1}
〈b|UσU†|b〉 = EU∼Cl(2)tr(σ) = tr
(
σI2
)
. (S58)
Next, suppose Pq = I, but Pp 6= I. This single-qubit case is covered by Eq. (S35):
EU∼Cl(2)
∑
b∈{0,1}
〈b|UσU†|b〉〈b|UD−11/3(Pp)U†|b〉〈b|UD−11/3IU†|b〉
=tr
(
σ
∑
b∈{0,1}
U†|b〉〈b|U〈b|U3PpU†|b〉
)
= 3tr
(
σ
∑
b∈{0,1}
1
2
D1/3(Pp)
)
= tr (σPpI) , (S59)
because D1/3(Pp) = 13Pp. The case Pp = I and Pq 6= I leads to analogous results. Finally, suppose that
both Pp, Pq 6= I. By assumption D−11/3(Pp), D−11/3(Pq) and both matrices are traceless. Hence, we can resort to
Eq. (S36) to conclude
EU∼Cl(2)⊗n
∑
b∈{0,1}k
〈b|UσU†|b〉〈b|U(D−11/3)⊗k(Pp)U†|b〉〈b|U(D−11/3)⊗k(Pq)U†|b〉
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=tr
(
σ
∑
b∈{0,1}
U†|b〉〈b|U〈b|U3PpU†|b〉〈b|U3PqU†|b〉
)
= 9tr
(
σ
∑
b∈{0,1}
tr(PpPq)I+ PpPq + PqPp
(2 + 2)(2 + 1)2
)
(S60)
for any state σ. Pauli matrices are orthogonal (tr(PpPq) = 2δp,q) and anticommute (PpPq + PqPp = 2δp,q).
This implies that the above expression vanishes whenever p 6= q. If p = q it evaluates to 3tr(σPpPq) and we
can conclude that the single qubit average always equals
f(p, q)tr (σPpPq) where f(p, q) =

1 if p = I or q = I,
3 if p = q 6= I,
0 else.
(S61)
The statement then follows from extending this formula to tensor products of k Pauli matrices.
6. ADDITIONAL COMPUTATIONS AND PROOFS FOR PREDICTING NONLINEAR
FUNCTIONS
We focus on the particularly relevant task of predicting quadratic functions with classical shadows, using
oˆ(N, 1) =
1
N(N − 1)
∑
j 6=l
tr(Oρˆi ⊗ ρˆj) to predict tr (Oρ⊗ ρ) = E oˆ(N, 1). (S62)
A. General variance bound
Lemma 5 (Variance). The variance associated with the estimator Oˆ(N, 1) obeys
Var[oˆ(N, 1)] =
(
N
2
)−1(
2(N − 2) Var[tr(Osρˆ1 ⊗ ρ)] + Var[tr(Osρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2)]
)
≤ 4
N2
Var[tr(Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2)] + 2
N
Var[tr(Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρ)] + 2
N
Var[tr(Oρ⊗ ρˆ1)], (S63)
where Os = (O + SOS)/2 is the symmetrized version of O and S denotes the swap operator ( S|ψ〉 ⊗ |φ〉 =
|φ〉 ⊗ |ψ〉).
Proof. First, note that oˆ(N, 1) and the target tr(Oρ⊗ ρ) are invariant under symmetrization. This ensures
oˆ(N, 1) =
(
N
2
)∑
i<j
tr
(
Os⊗ˆρˆj
)
and moreover tr (Oρ⊗ ρ) = tr (Osρ⊗ ρ) . (S64)
Thus, we may without loss replace the original observable O by its symmetrized version Os. Next, we expand
the definition of the variance:
Var[oˆ(N, 1)] =E
[
(oˆ(N, 1)− tr(Osρ⊗ ρ))2
]
=
(
N
2
)−2∑
i<j
∑
k<l
(
E
[
tr(Osρˆi ⊗ ρˆj) tr(Osρˆk ⊗ ρˆl)
]
− tr(Osρ⊗ ρ)2
)
=
(
N
2
)−2∑
i<j
E
[
tr(Osρˆi ⊗ ρˆj)2
]
− tr(Osρ⊗ ρ)2
)
+2
(
N
2
)−2∑
i<j
∑
l 6=i,j
(
E
[
tr(Osρˆi ⊗ ρˆj) tr(Osρˆi ⊗ ρˆl)
]
− tr(Osρ⊗ ρ)2
)
=
(
N
2
)−1
Var[tr(Osρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2)] +
(
N
2
)−1
2(N − 2) Var[tr(Osρˆ1 ⊗ ρ)]. (S65)
We can use the inequality Var[(A + B)/2] ≤ (Var[A] + Var[B])/2 (for any pair of random variables A,B) to
obtain a simplified upper bound:
Var[oˆ(N, 1)] =
(
N
2
)−1
Var[tr(Osρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2)] +
(
N
2
)−1
2(N − 2) Var[tr(Osρˆ1 ⊗ ρ)]
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≤ 4
N2
Var[tr(Osρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2)] + 4
N
Var[tr(Osρˆ1 ⊗ ρ)]
≤ 4
N2
Var[tr(Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2)] + 2
N
Var[tr(Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρ)] + 2
N
Var[tr(Oρ⊗ ρˆ1)]. (S66)
B. Concrete variance bounds for random Pauli measurements
Proposition 4. Suppose that O describes a quadratic function tr(Oρ⊗ ρ) that acts on at most k-qubits in the
first system and at most k-qubits in the second system and obeys ‖O‖∞ ≥ 1. Then,
max
(
Var[tr(Oρ⊗ ρˆ1)],Var[tr(Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρ)],
√
Var[tr(Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2)]
)
≤ 4k ‖O‖2∞ . (S67)
Proof. Because of the single-qubit tensor product structure in the random Pauli measurement and the inverted
quantum channelM−1P , the tensor product of two snapshots ρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2 of the unknown quantum state ρ may be
viewed as a single snapshot of the tensor product state ρ⊗ ρ:
ρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2 =
n⊗
i=1
(
M−11 (U (i)1 |b(i)1 〉〈b(i)1 |(U (i)1 )†)
) n⊗
i=1
(
M−11 (U (i)2 |b(i)2 〉〈b(i)2 |(U (i)2 )†)
)
=
2n⊗
i=1
M−11 (U (i)|b(i)〉〈b(i)|(U (i))†) =: ρˆ. (S68)
Hence tr(Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2) = tr(Oρˆ) and, by assumption, O is an observable that acts on k+ k = 2k qubits only. The
claim then follows from invoking the variance bounds for linear feature prediction presented in Proposition 3.
C. Concrete variance bounds for random Clifford measurements
In contrast to the Pauli basis setup, variances for quadratic feature prediction with Clifford basis measure-
ments cannot be directly reduced to its linear counterpart. Nonetheless, a more involved direct analysis does
produces bounds that do closely resemble the linear base case.
Proposition 5. Suppose that O describes a quadratic function tr(Oρ ⊗ ρ) and obeys tr(O2) ≥ 1. Then, the
variance associated with classical shadow estimation (random Clifford measurements) obeys
max
(
Var[tr(Oρ⊗ ρˆ1)],Var[tr(Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρ)],
√
Var[tr(Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2)]
)
≤
√
9 + 6/2n tr(O2). (S69)
The pre-factor
√
9 + 6/2n converges to the constant 3 at an exponential rate in system size.
This claim is based on the following technical Lemma and insights regarding linear feature prediction.
Lemma 6. Suppose that O describes a quadratic function tr(Oρ⊗ ρ). Then,
Var[tr(Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2)] ≤ 9 tr(O2) + 6
2n
‖O‖2∞. (S70)
Proof of Proposition 5. The variance of tr(Oρ ⊗ ρˆ1) is equivalent to the variance of tr(O˜ρρˆ), where O˜ρ =
tr1 (ρ⊗ IO) describes a linear function. According to Proposition 1, this variance term obeys
Var [tr (Oρ⊗ ρˆ)] = Var
[
tr
(
O˜ρρˆ1
)]
≤ 3tr
(
O˜2ρ
)
= tr
(
tr1 (ρ⊗ IO)2
)
≤ 3tr(O2), (S71)
because tr(ρ) = 1 and tr(ρ2) ≤ 1. A similar argument takes care of the second variance contribution
Var [tr (Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρ)]. Lemma 6 supplies a bound for the square of the final contribution. By assumption√
tr(O2) ≤ tr(O2) and the claim follows.
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving Lemma 6. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be a
direct way to relate this task to variance bounds for linear feature prediction. Instead, we base our analysis
on the 3-design property (S36) of Clifford circuits and a reformulation of this feature in terms of permutation
operators. This strategy is inspired by the approach developed in [9], but conceptually and technically somewhat
simpler. We believe that similar arguments extend to variances associated with higher order polynomials, but
do refrain from a detailed analysis. Instead, we carefully outline the main ideas and leave a rigorous extension
to future work.
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Problem statement and reformulation: We will ignore symmetrization (which can only make the variance
smaller) and focus on bounding the variance of tr (Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2), where each ρˆi is an independent classical shadow.
To simplify notation, we set d = 2n and define the following traceless variants of O:
O
(1)
0 =tr2(O)−
tr (O)
d
I, and O(2)0 = tr1(O)−
tr(O)
d
I, as well as
O
(1,2)
0 =O − tr2(O)⊗
I
d
− I
d
⊗ tr1(O) + tr(O) I
d
⊗ I
d
. (S72)
Here, tra(O) with a = 1, 2 denotes the partial trace over the first and second system, respectively. All three
operators are traceless (recall tr (tra(O)) = tr(O)) and the final (bipartite) operator has the additional property
that both partial traces vanish identically: tra
(
O
(1,2)
0
)
= 0.
Proposition 1 asserts ρˆa = (d + 1)U†a |bˆa〉〈bˆa|Ua − I, where each Ua ∈ Cl(d) is a random Clifford unitary
and bˆa ∈ {0, 1}n is the outcome of a computational basis measurement. These explicit formulas allow us to
decompose the expression of interest in the following fashion:
tr (Oρˆ1 ⊗ ρˆ2) =(d+ 1)2tr
(
O
(1,2)
0 U
†
1 |bˆ1〉〈bˆ1|U1 ⊗ U†2 |bˆ1〉〈bˆ2|U2
)
+
tr(O)2
d2
+
d+ 1
d
tr
(
O
(1)
0 U
†
1 |bˆ1〉〈bˆ1|U1
)
+
d+ 1
d
tr
(
O
(2)
0 U
†
2 |bˆ2〉〈bˆ2|U2
)
. (S73)
The variance corresponds to the expected square of this expression. The second term is constant and does not
contribute. We analyze the remaining terms on a case-by case basis.
Linear terms: The third and fourth terms in Eq. (S73) are linear feature functions in one classical shadow
only. Their (squared) contribution to the overall variance is characterized by Proposition 1:
E
[(
d+ 1
d
tr
(
O
(a)
0 U
†
a |bˆa〉〈bˆa|Ua
))2]
≤ 3
d2
∥∥∥O(a)0 ∥∥∥2
2
for a = 1, 2. (S74)
Both bounds can be related to the Hilbert-Schmidt norm (squared) of the original observable:
3
d2
∥∥∥O(a)0 ∥∥∥2
2
≤ 3
d2
‖tra(O)‖22 ≤ 3‖O‖22 = 3tr
(
O2
)
. (S75)
Leading-order term: We need to bound E
[
(d+1)4tr
(
O
(1,2)
0 U
†
1 |bˆ1〉〈bˆ1|U1 ⊗ U†2 |bˆ2〉〈bˆ2|U2
)2 ]
, where O(1,2)0 has
the special property that both partial traces vanish identically: tra
(
O
(1,2)
0
)
= 0 for a = 1, 2. Moreover, the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm (squared) of this operator factorizes nicely:∥∥∥O(1,2)0 ∥∥∥2
2
= ‖O‖22 −
1
d
∥∥O(1)0 ∥∥22 − ∥∥O(2)0 ∥∥22 − tr(O)2d2 . (S76)
Not only is this expression bounded by the original Hilbert-Schmidt norm ‖O‖22. The norms of partial traces
also feature explicitly with a minus sign. This will allow us to fully counter-balance the variance contributions
(S75) from the linear terms.
Next, we use the 3-design property (S34) of Clifford circuits in dimension d = 2n:
EUa∼Cl(d)
[(
U†a |ba〉〈ba|Ua
)⊗3]
=
(
d+ 2
3
)−1
P∨3 , (S77)
where P∨3 is the projector onto the totally symmetric subspace of Cd ⊗ Cd ⊗ Cd. This formula implies
E
[
(d+ 1)4tr
(
O
(1,2)
0 U
†
1 |bˆ1〉〈bˆ1|U1 ⊗ U†2 |bˆ2〉〈bˆ2|U2
)2]
≤ tr
(
O
(1,2)
0 ⊗O(1,2)0 ⊗ ρ⊗ ρ P (odd)∨3 ⊗ P (even)∨3
)
, (S78)
where the superscripts “even” and “odd” indicate on which subset of tensor factors the projectors act.
Next, we exploit the fact that symmetric projectors can be decomposed into permutation operators: (3!)P∨3 =∑
pi∈S3 Wpi, where S3 is the group of all six permutations of three elements and the permutation operators act
like Wpi|ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉 ⊗ |ψ3〉 = |ψpi−1(1)〉 ⊗ |ψpi−1(2)〉 ⊗ |ψpi−1(3)〉:
tr
(
O
(1,2)
0 ⊗O(1,2)0 ⊗ ρ⊗ ρ P (odd)∨3 ⊗ P (even)∨3
)
=
∑
pi,τ∈S3
tr
(
O
(1,2)
0 ⊗O(1,2)0 ⊗ ρ⊗ ρ W (odd)pi ⊗W (even)τ
)
. (S79)
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The specific structure of O(1,2)0 implies that several contributions must vanish. Permutations that have either
1 or 2 as a fix-point lead to a partial trace of O(1,2)0 that evaluates to zero. There are only three permutations
that do not have such fix-points: The flip (1, 2, 3) 7→ (2, 1, 3) and the two cycles (1, 2, 3) 7→ (3, 1, 2), (1, 2, 3) 7→
(2, 3, 1). There are in total 9 = 32 potential combinations of such permutations. Each of them results in a trace
expression that can be upper-bounded by Hilbert-Schmidt norms. For instance the pair flip and flip produces
tr
(
O
(1,2)
0 O
(1,2)
0
)
tr(ρ)2 =
∥∥∥O(1,2)0 ∥∥∥2
2
. (S80)
All other 8 contributions can also be bounded by this expression and we conclude
E
[
(d+ 1)4tr
(
O
(1,2)
0 U
†
1 |bˆ1〉〈bˆ1|U1 ⊗ U†2 |bˆ2〉〈bˆ2|U2
)2]
≤ 9
∥∥∥O(1,2)0 ∥∥∥2
2
(S81)
Bounds on cross-terms: Cross-terms are considerably easier to evaluate, because one (or both) random
matrices only feature linearly. We can use E
[
U†a |bˆa〉〈bˆa|Ua
]
= D1/(d+1)(ρ) = ρ+Id+1 to effectively get rid of the
linear contribution. For instance,(
d+ 1
d
)2
E
[ ∏
a=1,2
tr
(
O
(1)
0 U
†
a |bˆa〉〈bˆa|Ua
)]
=
1
d2
tr
(
O
(1)
0 ρ
)
tr
(
O
(2)
0 ρ
)
≤ 1
2d2
(
‖O(1)0 ‖2∞ + ‖O(2)0 ‖2∞
)
, (S82)
where ‖ · ‖∞ denotes the operator norm. Cross terms that do feature the leading order term require slightly
more work, but can be addressed in a similar fashion. Using linearity in one snapshot reduces the expression
to an expectation of a quadratic function in one snapshot only. The remaining computation is similar to the
proof of Proposition 1 and yields
(d+ 1)3
d
E
[
tr
(
O
(1,2)
0 U
†
1 |bˆ1〉〈bˆ1|U1 ⊗ U†2 |bˆ2〉〈bˆ2|U2
)
tr
(
O
(a)
0 U
†
a |bˆa〉〈bˆa|Ua
)]
≤ 3
2d2
(
‖O˜(a)ρ ‖22 + ‖O(a)0 ‖22
)
, (S83)
for a = 1, 2, as well as O˜(1)ρ = tr2 (I⊗ ρO) and O˜(2)ρ = tr1 (ρ⊗ IO), respectively.
Full variance bound: We are now ready to combine all individual bounds to control the full variance:
Var [oˆ] ≤E
(
(d+ 1)2tr
(
O
(1,2)
0 U
†
1 |bˆ1〉〈bˆ1|U1 ⊗ U†2 |bˆ2〉〈bˆ2|U2
)
+
∑
a=1,2
d+ 1
d
tr
(
O
(a)
0 U
†
a |bˆa〉〈bˆa|Ua
))2
≤9‖O(1,2)0 ‖22 +
6
2d2
(
‖tr2 (I⊗ ρO) ‖22 + ‖O(1)0 ‖22
)
+
6
2d2
(‖tr1 (ρ⊗ IO) ‖22)
+
3
d2
‖O(1)0 ‖22 +
3
d2
‖O(2)0 ‖22 +
1
2d2
(
‖O(1)0 ‖2∞ + ‖O(2)0 ‖2∞
)
. (S84)
Standard norm inequalities, as well as the explicit expression for ‖O(1,2)0 ‖22 allow for counter-balancing some of
the sub-leading terms and we conclude
Var [oˆ] ≤ 9‖O0‖22 +
3
d2
(‖tr2 (I⊗ ρO) ‖22 + ‖tr1 (ρ⊗ IO) ‖22) ≤ 9‖O0‖22 + 6d‖O‖2∞. (S85)
7. INFORMATION-THEORETIC LOWER BOUND WITH SCALING IN HILBERT-SCHMIDT
NORM
Before stating the content of the statement, we need to introduce some additional notation. In quantum
mechanics, the most general notion of a quantum measurement is a POVM (positive operator-valued measure).
A d-dimensional POVM F consists of a collection F1, . . . , FN of positive semidefinite matrices that sum up
to the identity matrix: 〈x|Fi|x〉 ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Cd and
∑
i Fi = I. The index i is associated with different
potential measurement outcomes and Born’s rule asserts Pr [i|ρ] = tr(Fiρ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ M and any d-
dimensional quantum state ρ. We present a simplified version of the proof by consider the relevant case where
M ≤ exp(2n/32). The full proof can be found in [40].
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A. Detailed statement and proof idea
Theorem 5 (Detailed restatement of Theorem 2 for Hilbert-Schmidt norm). Fix a sequence of POVMs
F (1), . . . , F (N). Suppose that given any M features 0  O1, O2, . . . , OM  I with maxi
(
‖Oi‖22
)
≤ B, there
exists a machine (with arbitrary runtime as long as it always terminates) that can use the measurement out-
comes of F (1), . . . , F (N) on N copies of an unknown d-dimensional quantum state ρ to -accurately predict
tr(O1ρ), . . . , tr(OMρ) with high probability. Assuming M ≤ exp(d/32), then necessarily
N ≥ Ω
(
B log(M)
2
)
. (S86)
It is worthwhile to put this statement into context and discuss consequences, as well as limitations. The-
orem 1 (Clifford measurements) equips classical shadows with a universal convergence guarantee: (order)
log(M) maxi tr(O
2
i )/
2 single-copy measurements suffice to accurately predict any collection of M target func-
tions in any state. Theorem 5 implies that there are cases where this number of measurements is unavoidable.
This highlights that the sample complexity of feature prediction with classical shadows is optimal in the worst
case – a feature also known as minimax optimality.
Minimax optimality, however, does not rule out potential for further improvement in certain best-case sce-
narios. Advantageous structure in ρ or the Oi’s (or both) can facilitate the design of more efficient prediction
techniques. Prominent examples include matrix product state tomography (MPST) [18, 51] and neural net-
work tomography (NNQST) [15]. Such tailored approaches, however, hinge on additional assumptions about
the states to be measured or the properties to be predicted.7
Finally, we emphasize that Theorem 2 only applies to single-copy measurements. Another way to bypass this
lower bound is to use joint quantum measurements that act on all copies of the quantum state ρ simultaneously.
Although very challenging to implement, such procedures can get by with substantially fewer state copies while
still being universal. Shadow tomography [1, 3] is a prominent example.
Proof idea: We adapt a versatile proof technique for establishing information-theoretic lower bounds on
tomographic procedures that is originally due to Flammia et al. [26]; see also [37, 65] for adaptations and
refinements. The key idea is to consider a communication task in which Alice chooses a quantum state from
among an alphabet of possible states and then sends copies of her chosen state to Bob, who measures all
the copies hoping to extract a classical message from Alice. If we choose Alice’s alphabet suitably, then by
learning many properties of Alice’s state Bob will be able to identify the state, hence decoding Alice’s message.
Information-theoretical lower bounds on the number of copies Bob needs to decode the message can therefore
be translated into lower bounds on how many copies Bob needs to learn the properties.
To be more specific, suppose Alice chooses her state from an ensemble of M possible n-qubit signal states
{ρ1, ρ2, . . . ρM} and suppose there are M linear operators {O1, O2, . . . OM}, each with tr
(
O2i
) ≤ B, such that
learning the expectation values of all the operators {Oi} up to an additive error  suffices to determine ρi
uniquely. Suppose furthermore that if Bob receives N copies of any n-qubit state, and measures them one at
a time, he is able to learn all of the properties {Oi} with an additive error no larger than  with high success
probability. This provides Bob with a method for identifying the state ρi with high probability. Therefore,
if Alice chooses her signal state uniformly at random from among the M possible states, by performing the
appropriate single-copy measurements Bob can acquire log2M bits of information about Alice’s message. A
lower bound on how many copies Bob needs to gain log2M bits of information about Alice’s state, then, becomes
a lower bound on how many copies Bob needs to learn the M properties {Oi}. To get the best possible lower
bound, we choose Alice’s signal ensemble {ρi} so that it is as hard as possible for Bob to distinguish the signals
using properties with tr
(
O2i
) ≤ B.
So far, this lower bound on N would apply even if Bob has complete knowledge of Alice’s signal states and
the properties he should learn to distinguish them. We can derive a stronger lower bound on N by invoking
a powerful feature of classical shadows — that Bob must make his measurements before he finds out which
properties he must learn. To obtain this stronger bound, we introduce into the communication scenario a third
party, named Loki8, who tampers with the signal states. Loki chooses a Haar-random n-qubit unitary U , and
7 Although tractable in theory, MPST becomes prohibitively expensive if ρ is not well-approximated by a MPS with small bond
dimension. Likewise, NNQST seems to struggle to identify quantum states with intricate combinatorial structure, such as toric
code ground states. We refer to the other supplementary sections for numerical (Supplementary Section 2A) and theoretical
(Supplementary Section 4B) support of this claim.
8 In Norse mythology, Loki is infamous for mischief and trickery. However, not entirely malicious, he often shows up in the nick
of time to remedy the dire consequences of his actions.
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Supplementary Figure 4: Illustration of the communication protocol behind Theorem 5 and Theorem 6. Two parties
(Alice and Bob) devise a protocol that allows them to communicate classical bit strings: Alice encodes a bit string X in
a quantum state and sends N independent copies of the state to Bob. Bob performs quantum measurements and uses a
black box device (e.g. classical shadows) to decode Alice’s original message. An unpredictable trickster (Loki) tampers
with this procedure by randomly rotating Alice’s quantum states en route to Bob. Loki reveals his actions only after
Bob has completed the measurement stage of his protocol.
replaces all N copies of Alice’s signal state ρi by the rotated states UρiU† before presenting the states to Bob
(Loki’s mischief).
If Bob knew Loki’s unitary U , he could modify his measurement procedure to learn the rotated properties
{UOiU†}. These rotated properties are just as effective for distinguishing the rotated states as the unrotated
properties were effective for distinguishing the unrotated states. However, Loki keeps U secret, so Bob is forced
to perform his measurements on the rotated states without knowing U . Only after Bob’s data acquisition phase
is completed does Loki confide in Bob and provide him with a full classical description of the unitary he applied
earlier (Loki’s redemption). This three-party scenario is illustrated in Supplementary Figure 4.
Suppose, though, that using the classical shadow based on his measurements, Bob can predict any M
properties (with additive error bounded by  and with high success probability), provided that the Hilbert-
Schmidt norm is no larger than
√
B for each property. Then he is just as well equipped to learn {UOiU†} as
{Oi}, and can therefore decode Alice’s message successfully once Loki reveals U . It must be, then, that Bob’s
measurement outcomes provide log2M bits of information about Alice’s prepared state, when U is known. This
is the idea we use to derive the stronger upper bound on N , and hence prove Theorem 5.
We emphasize again that quantum feature prediction with classical shadows can cope with Loki’s mischief,
by merely rotating the features Bob predicts, because the predicted features need not be known at the time
Bob measures. The lower bound in Theorem 5 does not apply to the task of learning features that are already
known in advance. We also emphasize again that Theorem 5 assumes that the copies of the state are measured
individually. It does not apply to protocols where collective measurements are applied across many copies.
B. Description of the communication protocol
We show how Alice can communicate any integer in {1, . . . ,M} to Bob. Alice and Bob first agree on a
codebook for encoding any integer selected from {1, . . . ,M} in a d-dimensional quantum state. We denote
these codebook states by ρ1, . . . , ρM . Alice and Bob also agree on a set of linear features O1, . . . , OM that
satisfies
tr(Oiρi) ≥ max
j 6=i
tr(Ojρi) + 3. (S87)
Therefore, if each feature can be predicted with additive error , these features can be used to identify the state
ρi. The communication protocol between Alice and Bob is now apparent:
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1. Alice randomly selects an integer X from {1, . . . ,M}.
2. Alice prepares N copies of the code-state ρX associated to X and sends them to Bob.
3. Bob performs POVMs F (i) on individual states and receives a string of measurement outcomes Y .
4. Bob inputs Y into the feature prediction machine to estimate tr(O1ρX), . . . , tr(OMρX).
5. Bob finds X that has the largest tr(OXρX).
The working assumption is that the feature prediction machine can estimate tr(O1ρX), . . . , tr(OMρX) within
-error and high success probability. This in turn ensures that this plain communication protocol is mostly
successful, i.e. X = X with high probability. In words: Alice can transmit information to Bob, when no
adversary is present.
We now show how they can still communicate safely in the presence of an adversary (Loki) who randomly
rotates the transmitted code states en route: ρX 7→ UρXU† and U is a Haar-random unitary.
This random rotation affects the measurement outcome statistics associated with the fixed POVMs
F (1), . . . , F (N). Each element of Y =
[
Y (1), . . . , Y (N)
]
is now a random variable that depends on both X and U .
After Bob has performed the quantum measurements to obtain Y , the adversary confesses to Bob and reveals
the random unitary U . While Bob no longer has any copies of ρX , he can still incorporate precise knowledge of
U by instructing the machine to predict linear features UO1U†, . . . , UOMU†, instead of the original O1, . . . , OM .
This reverses the effect of the original unitary transformation, because tr(UOiU†UρXU†) = tr(OiρX). This
modification renders the original communication protocol stable with respect to Loki’s actions. Alice can still
send any integer in {1, . . . ,M} to Bob with high probability.
C. Information-theoretic analysis
The following arguments use properties of Shannon entropy and mutual information which can be found in
standard textbooks on information theory, such as [17].
The communication protocol is guaranteed to work with high probability, ensuring that Bob’s recovered
message X¯ equals Alice’s input X with high probability. Moreover, we assume that Alice selects her message
uniformly at random. Fano’s inequality then implies
I(X : X) = H(X)−H(X|X) ≥ Ω(log(M)), (S88)
where I(X : X) is the mutual information, and H(X) is the Shannon entropy. By assumption, Loki chooses
the unitary roatation U uniformly at random, regardless of the message X. This implies I(X : U) = 0 and, in
turn
I(X : X) ≤ I(X : X,U) = I(X : U) + I(X : X|U) = I(X : X|U). (S89)
For fixed U , X is the output of the machine that only takes into account the measurement outcomes Y . The
data processing inequality then yields
I(X : Y |U) ≥ I(X : X|U) ≥ I(X : X) ≥ Ω(log(M)). (S90)
Recall that Y is the measurement outcome of the N POVMs F1, . . . , FN . We denote the measurement outcome
of Fk as Yk. Because Y1, . . . , YN are random variables that depend on X and U ,
I(X : Y |U) = H(Y1, . . . , YN |U)−H(Y1, . . . , YN |X,U)
≤ H(Y1|U) + . . .+H(YN |U)−H(Y1, . . . , YN |X,U)
=
N∑
k=1
(
H(Yk|U)−H(Yk|X,U)
)
=
N∑
k=1
I(X : Fk on UρXU†|U). (S91)
The second to last equality uses the fact that when X,U are fixed, Y1, . . . , YN are independent. To obtain the
best lower bound, we should choose Alice’s signal states {ρi} such that I(X : Fk on UρXU†|U) is as small as
possible. In Sec. 7D, we will see that, no matter how Bob chooses his measurements {F1, F2, . . . , FN}, there
are signal states satisfying (S87) such that
I(X : Fk on UρXU†|U) ≤ 36
2
B
,∀k. (S92)
Assuming that this relation holds, we have established a connection between M and N : Ω(log(M)) ≤ I(X :
Y |U) ≤ 36N2/B and, therefore, N ≥ Ω
(
B log(M)/2
)
. This establishes the claim in Theorem 5.
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D. Detailed construction of quantum encoding and linear prediction decoding
We now construct a codebook ρ1, . . . , ρM and linear features 0  O1, O2, . . . , OM  I with maxi ‖Oi‖22 ≤ B
that obey two key properties:
1. the code states ρ1, . . . , ρM obey the requirement displayed in Eq. (S92).
2. the linear features O1, . . . , OM are capable of identifying a unique code state:
tr(Oiρi) ≥ max
j 6=i
tr(Ojρi) + 3 for all 1 ≤ i ≤M. (S93)
The second condition requires each ρi to be distinguishable from ρ1, . . . , ρM via linear features Oi. The first
condition, on the contrary, requires ρX to convey as little information about X as possible. The general idea
would then be to create distinguishable quantum states that are, at the same time, very similar to each other.
In order to achieve these two goals, we choose M rank-B/4 subspace projectors Π1, . . . ,ΠM that obey
tr(ΠiΠj)/r < 1/2 for all i 6= j. The probabilistic method asserts that such a projector configuration exists; see
Lemma 7 below. Now, we set
ρi = (1− 3) I
d
+ 3
4Πi
B
, and Oi = 2Πi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤M. (S94)
It is easy to check that this construction meets the requirement displayed in Eq. (S93). The other condition –
Eq. (S92) is verified in Lemma 8 below.
Lemma 7. If M ≤ exp(rd/32) and d ≥ 4r, then ∃M rank-r subspace projectors Π1, . . . ,ΠM such that
tr(ΠiΠj)/r < 1/2,∀i 6= j. (S95)
Proof. We find the subspace projectors using a probabilistic argument. We randomly chooseM rank-r subspaces
according to the unitarily invariant measure in the Hilbert space, the Grassmannian, and bound the probability
that the randomly chosen subspaces do not satisfy the condition. For a pair of fixed i 6= j, we have
Pr
[
1
r
tr(ΠiΠj) ≥ 1
2
]
≤ exp
(
− r2f
(
d
2r
− 1
))
< exp
(
− rd
16
)
, (S96)
where we make use of [37, Lemma 6] in the first inequality and f(z) = z − log(1 + z) > z/4 for all z ≥ 1 in the
second inequality. A union bound then asserts
Pr
[
∃i 6= j, 1
r
tr(ΠiΠj) ≥ 1
2
]
< M2 exp
(
− rd
16
)
≤ 1. (S97)
Because the probability is less than one, there must exist Π1, . . . ,ΠM that satisfy the desired property.
Lemma 8. Consider a set of d-dimensional quantum states {ρ1, . . . , ρM} such that ρi = (1−α) Id +αΠir , where
Πi is a rank-r subspace projector. Consider U sampled from Haar measure, and X sampled from {1, . . . ,M}
uniformly at random. Consider any POVM measurement F . Then the information gain regarding X, condi-
tioned on U , obtained from the measurement F performed on the state UρXU† satisfies
I(X : F on UρXU†|U) ≤ α
2
r
. (S98)
Note that we can obtain the statement (S92) by choosing α = 3 and r = B/4, hence completing the proof of
Theorem 5.
Proof. First of all, let us decompose all POVM elements {F1, . . . , Fl} to rank-1 elements F ′ =
{
wid |vi〉 〈vi|
}l′
i=1
,
where l ≤ l′. We can perform measurement F by performing measurement with F ′: when we measure a rank-1
element, we return the original POVM element the rank-1 element belongs to. Using data processing inequality,
we have I(X : F on UρXU†|U) ≤ I(X : F˜ on UρXU†|U). From now on, we can consider the POVM ~F to be{
wid |vi〉 〈vi|
}l
i=1
. Normalization demands
tr
(∑
i
wid |vi〉 〈vi|
)
= tr(I) = d and therefore
∑
i
wi = 1. (S99)
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Let us define the probability vector ~p = tr(Uρ1U† ~F ), so pi = wid 〈vi|Uρ1U† |vi〉 . And the expression we
hope to bound satisfies I(X : F on UρXU†|U) = I(X,U : F on UρXU†) − I(U : F on UρXU†) ≤ I(X,U :
F on UρXU†) using the chain rule and the nonnegativity of mutual information. We now bound
I(X,U : F on UρXU†) =H
( M∑
X=1
1
M
EU [tr(UρXU† ~F )]
)
−
M∑
X=1
1
M
EU
[
H
(
tr(UρXU
† ~F )
)]
=H
(
tr(EU [Uρ1U†]~F )
)
− EU
[
H
(
tr(Uρ1U
† ~F )
)]
=
∑
i
−(EU pi) log(EU pi) + EU [pi log pi]
≤
∑
i
−(EU pi) log(EU pi) + EU
[
pi log(EU pi) + pi
pi − EU pi
EU pi
]
=
∑
i
EU [p2i ]− EU [pi]2
EU [pi]
. (S100)
The second equality uses the fact that EU f(UρXU†) = EUf(Uρ1U†),∀X which follows from the fact that
∀X,∃UX , ρX = UXρ1U†X . The inequality uses the fact that log(x) is concave, so log(x) ≤ log(y) + x−yy . Using
properties of Haar random unitary d× d matrices, we conclude
EU [pi] = wi, EU [p2i ] = w2i
d
(d+ 1)
(
1 +
1
d
+ α2
(1
r
− 1
d
))
. (S101)
Therefore we have
EU [p2i ]− EU [pi]2
EU [pi]
= wiα
2 d
d+ 1
(1
r
− 1
d
)
≤ wiα
2
r
, (S102)
which establishes the claim:
I(X : F on UρXU†|U) ≤
∑
i
EU [p2i ]− EU [pi]2
EU [pi]
≤ α
2
r
. (S103)
8. INFORMATION-THEORETIC BOUNDS ON PREDICTING LOCAL OBSERVABLES
In Theorem 5, we have shown that if a procedure can predict arbitrary observables with tr(O2i ) ≤ B, then
it must use at least Ω(B log(M)/2) single-copy measurements (as long as M is not extraordinarily large). A
similar argument can be used to show that if a procedure can predict arbitrary k-local observables, then it
requires at least Ω(2k log(M)/2) single-copy measurements (when M is not too large). This is because if we
focus on a k-qubit subsystem, then the guarantee allows us to predict arbitrary observables 0  Oi  I with
tr(O2i ) ≤ 2k. In the following theorem, we show a stronger lower bound by focusing on local measurements. A
local measurement is a POVM {wid |vi〉〈vi|}i where |vi〉 = |v(1)i 〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |v(n)i 〉,
∑
i wi = 1, and d = 2
n. This is
the same as not performing any entangling gates when implementing the measurement. (Random) Pauli basis
measurements are a prominent example.
Theorem 6 (Detailed restatement of Theorem 2 for exponential scaling in locality). Fix a sequence of local
measurements F1, . . . , FN on n-qubit system, i.e., Fj = {wj,id |vj,i〉〈vj,i|}i where |vj,i〉 = |v(1)j,i 〉 ⊗ . . . ⊗ |v(n)j,i 〉,∑
i wj,i = 1, and d = 2
n. Suppose that given any M k-local observables −I  O1, O2, . . . , OM  I, there exists
a machine (with arbitrary runtime as long as it always terminates) that can use the measurement outcomes of
F1, . . . , FN on N copies of an unknown quantum state ρ to -accurately predict tr(O1ρ), . . . , tr(OMρ) with high
probability. Assuming M ≤ 3k(nk), then necessarily
N ≥ Ω
(
3k log(M)
2
)
. (S104)
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Proof. The proof uses a quantum communication protocol between Alice and Bob, with Loki interfering in the
middle. Alice would encode some classical information in the quantum state and send to Bob. Bob would then
use the prediction procedure to decode the encoded classical information. In the middle, Loki will alter the
quantum state by applying a random unitary. Loki would then reveal the random unitary to Bob after Bob
performed quantum measurements on the quantum states. An illustration of the communication protocol can
be found in Supplementary Figure 4. The quantum state Alice encodes, the unitary applied by Loki, and the
features predicted by Bob is considerably simplified in this result compared to the previous proof.
We define ρi = (I + 3Pi)/2n,∀i = 1, . . . ,M . Pi is the i-th Pauli observable acting on k qubits in the
n-qubit system. Any ordering of the Pauli observables is fine. Note that there are at most 3k
(
n
k
)
such Pauli
observables. This is the reason why we assume M ≤ 3k(nk). The corresponding linear functions chosen by Bob
are Oi = Pi,∀i = 1, . . . ,M . This guarantees the following relation:
tr(Oiρj) = 3δij for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤M , (S105)
where δij is the Kronecker-delta (δij = 1 if i = j and δij = 0 otherwise). The random unitary applied by Loki
consists of random single-qubit unitary rotations, i.e. U = U (1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ U (n). The complete communication
protocol works as follows.
1. Alice randomly selects an integer X from {1, . . . ,M}.
2. Alice prepares N copies of the code-state ρX according associated to X and sends them to Bob.
3. Loki intercepts the N copies, samples a random unitary U = U (1) ⊗ . . .⊗U (n), applies U on all copies of
ρX → UρXU†, and sends to Bob.
4. Bob performs local measurements Fj on individual states and receives a string of measurement outcomes
Y .
5. Loki reveals the random unitary U to Bob. Now Bob would have to predict the expectation value of
UO1U
†, . . . , UOMU† instead of the original O1, . . . , OM .
6. Since UO1U†, . . . , UOMU† are still k-local observables, Bob can input Y into the feature prediction
machine to estimate 〈UOiU†〉UρXU† = tr(OiρX),∀i = 1, . . . ,M .
7. Bob finds X ∈ {1, . . . ,M} that has the largest tr(OXρX).
Because tr(OiρX) are predicted to  additive error, and tr(OiρX) = 3δiX , if the prediction procedure works
as guaranteed, Bob’s decoded information Xˆ would be equal to Alice’s encoded information X with high
probability. Moreover, we assume that Alice selects her message uniformly at random. Fano’s inequality then
implies
I(X : X) = H(X)−H(X|X) ≥ Ω(log(M)), (S106)
where I(X : X) is the mutual information, and H(X) is the Shannon entropy. By assumption, Loki chooses
the random unitary U regardless of the message X. This implies I(X : U) = 0 and, in turn
I(X : X) ≤ I(X : X,U) = I(X : U) + I(X : X|U) = I(X : X|U). (S107)
For fixed U , X is the output of the machine that only takes into account the measurement outcomes Y . The
data processing inequality then implies
I(X : Y |U) ≥ I(X : X|U) ≥ I(X : X) ≥ Ω(log(M)). (S108)
Recall that Y is the measurement outcome of the N POVMs F1, . . . , FN . We denote the measurement outcome
of Fj as Yj . Because Y1, . . . , YN are random variables that depend on X and U ,
I(X : Y |U) = H(Y1, . . . , YN |U)−H(Y1, . . . , YN |X,U)
≤ H(Y1|U) + . . .+H(YN |U)−H(Y1, . . . , YN |X,U)
=
N∑
j=1
(
H(Yj |U)−H(Yj |X,U)
)
=
N∑
j=1
I(X : Fj on UρXU†|U). (S109)
The second to last equality uses the fact that when X,U are fixed, Y1, . . . , YN are independent. This part of
the derivation is exactly the same as in Supplementary Section 7C. All that is left is to properly upper bound
I(X : Fj on UρXU†|U). First, by definition,
I(X : Fj on UρXU†|U) = EU
[
H(Fj on UρXU†)−H(X,Fj on UρXU†)
]
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= EU
[
H
(
EX tr(UρXU† ~Fj)
)
− EX H
(
tr(UρXU
† ~Fj)
)]
≤ H
(
EX EU tr(UρXU† ~Fj)
)
− EX EU H
(
tr(UρXU
† ~Fj)
)
. (S110)
The last inequality exploits concavity of the Shannon entropy H(·). By assumption, the Fj ’s must be local
measurements, i.e. Fj = {wj,id |vk,i〉〈vk,i|}i where |vk,i〉 = |v(1)k,i 〉 ⊗ . . . ⊗ |v(n)k,i 〉,
∑
i wi = 1, and d = 2
n. We
define the probability of measuring i-th outcome using POVM Fj as
pj,i = wj,id 〈vj,i|UρXU† |vj,i〉 , (S111)
which is a random number depending on X and U . Using Equation (S110) and the definition of H(·), we have
I(X : Fj on UρXU†|U) ≤ H
(
EX EU tr(UρXU† ~F (k))
)
− EX EU H
(
tr(UρXU
† ~F (k))
)
=
∑
i
(
EX,U [pj,i log(pj,i)]− EX,U [pj,i] log(EX,U [pj,i])
)
≤
∑
i
−(EX,U pj,i) log(EX,U pj,i) + EX,U
[
pj,i log(EX,U pj,i) + pj,i
pj,i − EX,U pj,i
EX,U pj,i
]
=
∑
i
EX,U [p2j,i]− EX,U [pj,i]2
EX,U [pj,i]
. (S112)
The second inequality uses the fact that log(x) is concave, so log(x) ≤ log(y)+ x−yy . We now compute EX,U [pj,i]
and EX,U [p2j,i] by using the following relation for single-qubit random unitary:
EU(j)
[
U (j) |v(j)k,i 〉〈v(j)k,i | (U (j))†
]
=
I(j)
2
, EU(j)
[(
U (j) |v(j)k,i 〉〈v(j)k,i | (U (j))†
)⊗2]
=
I(j) ⊗ I(j) + S(j)
3
, (S113)
where j refers to the j-th qubit, and S is the two qubit swap operator (|ψ〉 ⊗ |φ〉 = |φ〉 ⊗ |ψ〉). Recall the
definition of pj,i in Equation (S111). Together with the above relation, we have
EX,U [pj,i] =EX
[
wj,id tr
(
ρX
I
2n
)]
= EX
[
wj,i2
n tr
(
I+ 3PX
2n
I
2n
)]
= wj,i and
EX,U [p2j,i] =EX
w2j,id2 tr
ρ⊗2X n⊗
j=1
(
I(j) ⊗ I(j) + S(j)
3
) = w2j,i(1 + 923k
)
. (S114)
Putting this computation into Inequality (S112), we have obtained
I(X : Fj on UρXU†|U) ≤
∑
i
wj,i
92
3k
=
92
3k
. (S115)
Combining the above result with Inequality (S108) and (S109), we have
9N2
3k
≥ I(X : Y |U) ≥ Ω(log(M)) which implies N ≥ Ω
(
3k log(M)
2
)
. (S116)
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